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Welcome to the Adventure Kids Teaching Guide!
Adventure Kids Teaching Guide is a leader’s guide for those who teach kindergarten and first grade. This 
teaching guide will help you connect with the students in your class and challenge them to learn and 
apply the truths of God’s Word. Adventure Kids is part of the D6 family of Sunday School/Bible study cur-
riculum for all ages. D6 is a reference to the Scriptural teaching that says parents are to be the primary 
spiritual leaders for their children (Deuteronomy 6:5-9). D6 curriculum provides a six-year study of the 
story of the Bible, helping lead the entire family to interact around the same biblical theme.

The More You Know—This section on the front page of every lesson provides helpful information 
with regard to the rationale for teaching that unit’s lessons, or interesting background information 
about the Scripture text being taught.

Timeline—Many lessons will include a graphic that helps you understand the period of history (both 
biblical and secular) in which the lesson is set. This is a good reminder that the Bible is not a book 
of “stories” or fables, but rather an accurate historical record.

D6 Doorposts—Each lesson will address key principles that frame a biblical worldview. We will 
identify how the passage being studied supports a biblical worldview so teachers will be able to 
reinforce these foundational concepts in age-appropriate ways.

D6 Digital—D6 curriculum is available in a digital format! Now you can study from your laptop, tab-
let, or smartphone. Go to d6curriculum.com or call 800.877.7030 for more information.

Adventure Kids Teaching Guide is built around the CLEAR Learning System, which uses five important 
steps to help students participate in every lesson. These five steps are:

Connect—These opening activities help capture the learners’ attention to help them transition to 
class time and be ready to learn how the lesson relates to their lives. Two options are provided so 
teachers can choose the activity that best fits their students and their classroom setting.

Learn—What does the Bible say? The Learn section answers this question by digging into the bib-
lical text and explaining it in ways students can understand.

Explore—The Explore section of each lesson provides additional teaching and reinforcement of 
biblical truths presented in the lesson. It provides a helpful perspective for understanding God’s 
Word.

Apply—The Apply section provides interaction that encourages students to do more than learn 
facts and details. It provides emphasis on the application of God’s Word in personal ways.

Respond—The final section in each lesson encourages students to consider specific responses 
they can make to the lessons learned. Students are challenged to respond from their hearts and 
take practical action.
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Application Verse: D6 curriculum emphasizes a more intentional focus for students to apply 
the verse to their lives and not just memorize the words (James 1:22).

Lesson Objectives: It’s hard to know if you’ve hit the target when you’re not sure what you’re 
aiming at. That’s why ever lesson now includes three objectives that identify the lesson’s 
threefold target.

Know— The biblical knowledge you want your students to learn.
Think—A biblical worldview you hope your students will adopt.
Do—The practical understanding of how to apply biblical truths to daily life.

Are you making a Home Connection with your kids? Home 
Connection is a FREE download that gives parents a simple way 
to practice faith at home by providing:

•  A weekly Bible passage to read together as a family
•  Suggestions to help you pray together as a family
•  Suggested activities to do as a family to put your faith in action

It’s a great tool for parents who want to pass their faith on to their children!

Also, if your church uses D6 Curriculum, Home Connection will let you know exactly what each mem-
ber of the family is learning in small group, Life group, or Sunday School each week. Try it this week 
by downloading it at: www.D6home.com.

Preparation Checklist: This lists the items needed for the different parts of the les-
son whether it is a Teaching Essential or items needed for activities.

D6 Doorpost: It is important to instill a biblical worldview to students of all ages. 
The D6 doorposts give an explanation of how the lesson supports a biblical world-
view and helps emphasize the relevance of the principle for the world today.

Take Note: These are additional tips and information you will find helpful when 
preparing and teaching the lesson.

The More You Know: This provides the teacher with background information on 
a section of Scripture, rationale for teaching this topic to students, or even sug-
gestions for creative additions to the lessons. Sometimes the more you know, the 
better you can prepare.

Large Group/Small Group: If you use a Large group/Small group format, D6 cur-
riculum easily accommodates your needs.  Look for these icons throughout the 
lessons to see an example of how it can be accomplished.
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Teaching Essentials
Adventure Kids Teaching Essentials provides 
the resources needed to most effectively teach 
kindergarten and first grade. Each kit includes 
one Adventure Kids Teaching Guide, teach-
ing pictures and posters, reproducible sheets, 
application verse posters, an attendance post-
er, and reproducible take-home pieces, Field 
Notes.

Adventure Kids Field Notes—These are a week-
ly link between class and home. These repro-
ducible sheets are designed to reinforce weekly 
lessons and themes through the use of age-
appropriate activities that are used in the class 
and home. One side offers a worksheet activity 
related to the lesson to be used in the class-
room. The other side provides ideas to do at 
home to reinforce the lesson.

OT = Old Testament 
NT = New Testament 
ST = Special Topic

Adventure Kids Components

Adventure 
Kids Teaching 
Guide

Application 
Verse Poster

Teaching Pictures

Reproducibles

Includes a weekly activity for 
families to do together.

This side is 
completed in class.

Field Notes

Field Notes
Field Notes are reproducible work-
sheets provided in the Teaching 
Essentials to be used in class and 
at home.

This side is to be used at home.

Response—students will identify one 
thing he or she can do in response to the 
week’s lesson.

Observations—students will 
share with their parents one 
thing he or she learned from 
the lesson.
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Adventure Guide
Adventure Guide is the devo-
tional study guide for students 
in kindergarten and first grade. 
It is a tool designed to help the 
student establish the habit of 
spending daily time with God 
in His Word. This magazine 
features 14 weeks of daily Bible 

studies, which help reinforce the themes of the lessons they 
learn each Sunday. It also includes puzzles, age-appropriate 
jokes, short stories, and articles to help them grow as Christ fol-
lowers.

Devotional study guides are available for everyone in your family. 
To order visit D6family.com.

Welcome to the Summer Quarter!

Unit 1—New Testament (Philippians)

In the short book of Philippians, Paul uses the words joy and rejoice more than a dozen times. What is 
most surprising about this is that Paul wrote this letter to the believers in Philippi while under house 
arrest in Rome. The joy of living in Christ is clearly seen and emphasized in Paul’s words as well as his 
life. Through this study, students will be challenged to analyze their personal goals and motivations in 
an effort to identify with Christ. Students will also be asked to consider if they are living the life Christ 
modeled and Paul encouraged showing others “to live is Christ, and to die is gain.”

Unit 2—Special Topic (Minor Prophets)

Not only do the books of the Minor Prophets include the call for repentance and a warning of judgment 
for sinful behavior, but they also address a number of social justice issues and the challenges they bring. 
Four different prophetic books are examined in this study: Obadiah, Micah, Nahum, and Haggai. With 
each lesson drawing application for us today, we can learn how to better our dealings with other people. 
Students will recognize the relationship between social justice and sharing the Gospel while discerning 
how God expects His people to respond to others. These lessons will also offer opportunities for stu-
dents to practice treating others with godly care and justice.

Unit 3—Old Testament (Daniel)

The book of Daniel demonstrates how God’s people can be true to their faith and be an influence to the 
culture as well. Through our study in Daniel, students can contemplate the dilemmas faced by Daniel 
and his friends and compare those situations to circumstances believers face today. Through the obser-
vance of how God worked throughout history to accomplish His purpose, students can strengthen their 
faith. These lessons offer the platform for students to gain the confidence to stand firm in their beliefs 
wherever they are, and they will be equipped as an influence, drawing others to faith in God.
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Talking With Children About Spiritual Matters
One of your most important roles as a church leader to elementary students will be to encourage and guide them in their 
spiritual journey. God has given parents the most important and influential role when it comes to influencing a child’s path to 
salvation, and leaders at church have the responsibility to support and encourage this process. 

Ideally, parents will be the ones to help their kids navigate a decision to follow Christ, but children’s ministry leaders should be 
prepared and ready when needed. Kids will have questions about faith at random times, so it’s important for everyone on your 
team to be trained about leading them to Christ and answering questions they may have. Sometimes kids respond to an invita-
tion for salvation, but when you talk with them you can tell what they really need is assurance of salvation, help understanding 
how to fight temptations, or some other aspect of navigating their walk with Christ. See #4 below for help with those situations.

There are many methods that are effective, but the following provides general guidelines and principles with regard to leading 
a child to Christ.

Whenever a child responds, it’s important to discern the reasons for the response and the readiness of the child. 

• Ask the child why he responded today (came forward, raised his hand, went to the back of the room, etc.).  Don’t make the 
assumption the child is responding to a need for salvation. Sometimes kids just want to tell you about an injury or a pet 
that is sick. Be careful not to ask leading questions like, “Did you come to become a Christian?” Ask questions that allow 
the child to word his reason for responding.

• If the child provides enough feedback to show readiness for this important step of faith, proceed with the next steps. If 
you do not feel the child fully understands, listen to why she came and pray with her about her need, but do not proceed. 
Walking a child through that decision before she is ready can lead to much confusion and provide a false sense of security 
in salvation.

Here are some guidelines for talking with children about salvation:

1. We have a problem—we all sin and there’s a penalty for sin. 

• What is sin? Sin is anything we think, say, or do that goes against God’s Word. Sin breaks our relationship with God.
• Have you ever sinned? Encourage the child to recognize he has sinned and use the Bible to show that all have sinned 

(Romans 3:23).
• Do you know what punishment is? Allow the child to respond. The Bible teaches us the punishment for sin means that 

at some point everyone will die and be separated from God. It’s a punishment earned because of sin (Romans 6:23).

2.  God has a solution to the problem—Jesus took the punishment for sin and made a way to fix our relationship with God. 

• God loved us so much that He sent His Son to die on the cross to pay the price for our sins (Romans 5:8).
• God offers the free gift of salvation and all who choose that gift can live with Him forever (Romans 6:23b).
• God wants to be our friend and guide us every day!

3.  You have a choice to make—Will you receive the free gift being offered to you?

• Nobody can make this choice for you. It’s a personal decision to follow Jesus (Romans 10:9, John 3:16).
• Discuss with the child what these verses mean and ask if she believes these things and wants to receive the gift of salva-

tion. Pray with her, but encourage her to use her own words to tell God what she is feeling and wants to do. 

Children are literal thinkers, so using phrases like, “ask Jesus into your heart,” or “give your heart to Jesus” can be confusing 
to them. Be simple and clear when choosing your words. 

4.  The choice to become a Christian is just the beginning of an exciting journey with the Lord. He is ready to help His children 
grow and learn every day. Use these five-word promises from Gods Word to encourage kids along their journey. Encourage 
them to use the fingers on one hand to be reminded of these truths.

•  God will always forgive me (1 John 1:9). 
 Children need to be reminded that becoming a Christian doesn’t mean they will never sin again. Some kids think they need 

to become a Christian all over again every time they sin. 
• God will never leave me (Hebrews 13:5b).
 Sometimes kids just need assurance of salvation and a reminder that God is with them even when they cannot physically 

see Him.
• The Lord is my helper (Hebrews 13:6).
 It’s not easy to fight sin nature and follow Christ. Children often get discouraged if they feel alone. 
• I can talk to God (Philippians 4:6, 1 Peter 5:7).
 Children need to be reminded that God cares about everything they are going through and they can talk to Him about 

anything.
• The Bible is God’s Word (Hebrews 4:12, 2 Timothy 3:16).
 Children need to know the Bible is not just a book about God or His teachings. It is actually God’s Word to us and very 

useful for learning to follow Him every day.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

The Apostle Paul knew very well the trials life could bring. Paul 
walked through many storms, yet he faced these difficult times with 
strength and endurance. Paul was an example to other believers, be-
cause he knew God not only provided his strength, but God was also 
his strength (Philippians 4:13).

Paul was fully aware that even the hardest times could be used to 
glorify God. Paul desired to live as a holy example to others, remind-
ing others through both his words and actions that all things work 
together for good for those who love and obey Christ (Romans 8:28).

As believers, we are not promised a life free from suffering, but we 
are promised the Lord’s presence during our suffering. We must de-
termine to live for Christ and fight against our natural tendency to 
trust in our own strength (Philippians 3:3). We must trust Him no 
matter our circumstances and know that when we are shaken, He is 
steady, faithful, and true (Hebrews 6:19).

New Testament
Lesson 1
June 7, 2020

Jesus Is the Light 
of the World
TEXT: Philippians 1:1-30

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  Paul kept his faith and encouraged others even while in 

jail.
 Think:  Be a light for Jesus in this dark world.
 Do:  Live in ways that reflect Jesus and His gospel.

APPLICATION VERSE: John 8:12

THEME: To Live Is Christ

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q	Large tarp or flat bedsheet

Option 2

q		Several pieces of wadded up 
paper

q		Umbrella

LEARN
q		TE 1-2

q		TE 1-3

EXPLORE
q		TE 1-4

APPLY
q		TE 1-1

q		TE 1-1a

q		TE 1-5

q		TE 1-17

q		Cardstock

q		Black and orange construction 
paper

q		Marker

q		Scissors

q		Glue

q		Small paintbrushes

q		Orange, brown, and gold glitter

q		Box of matches

q		Small paper plates

RESPOND
q		TE 1-6

q		Field Notes NT-1

q		Crayons

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Philippians 1:3-11

Day 2—Philippians 1:12-14

Day 3—Philippians 1:15-18

Day 4—Philippians 1:19-26

Day 5—Philippians 1:27-30

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: Large tarp or flat bedsheet

Have three to four students move to the center of the floor under the 
tarp and have the rest of the students holding the outer side of the 
tarp with their hands. When you say go, have the students shake the 
tarp trying to make it hard for the students in the center to get out. 
Repeat several times until everyone has had the chance to “weather 
the storm” or until you need to move on.

Sometimes life is really hard, and it feels like we are all alone  in 
the middle of a storm all alone. But God is with us everywhere we 
go. Today we are going to learn more about a man who saw how 
God was always with him, even when it was hard to feel or see His 
presence.

Option 2

Items Needed: Several pieces of wadded up paper
 Umbrella

Choose one student to use the umbrella to shield him or her from 
the storm. Allow the other students to throw the wads of paper at 
the student. Be sure to remind students to keep this game safe and 
enjoyable for everyone. Allow other students to “weather the storm” 
if time allows. Sometimes life is really hard, and it feels like we are 
in the middle of a storm all alone. But God is with us everywhere we 
go. Today we are going to learn more about a man who saw how 
God was always with him, even when it was hard to feel or see His 
presence.

Items Needed: TE 1-2—TE 1-3

I want to tell you about something really hard that happened to me. 
Share a difficult time you’ve experienced. Raise your hand if you 
have ever gone through a really hard time. Encourage response. 
God is always with us, including really hard times. The Bible tells 
us true stories of people who experienced hard times and how God 
helped them. Display TE 1-2. Paul was one of these people. Do you 
remember learning about the missionary Paul? Encourage response. 
Paul went through a lot of hard times or storms in his life. He went 
on several long trips to tell others about Jesus and to start new 
churches. Paul was thrown into jail because of his faith—his belief in 
and love for God. Was God with Paul when he was in jail? Encourage 
response. Yes, He was and Paul knew it. While Paul was in jail, he 
wrote letters to lots of different churches. In his letters, Paul taught 
and encouraged the believers. Paul could have focused on where 
he was and why he was there, but he didn’t. He knew God was still 
with him and could use him even when he was in jail. This month, 

Notes

TE 1-2

Paul’s imprisonment shows 
that bad thinggs happen 
because the world is a sinful 
place.
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we will read one of Paul’s letters that he wrote to the church people 
in Philippi. Let’s say Philippi together. Encourage response. Great 
job!

Display TE 1-3. In his letter, Paul let the people know he was pray-
ing for them. He told them he was thankful for them and he prayed 
they would continue to learn about and love Jesus. Paul was going 
through a hard time, but he didn’t grumble or complain. Paul chose 
to praise God even in his hard times. Read Philippians 1:12-14 aloud. 
God was with Paul and used Paul’s time in jail for His glory and to 
spread the good news of Jesus across the nation. We need to do 
what Paul did. When we are going through a hard time, we can stop 
and think about how we can honor and praise God. The Bible tells us 
that all things work together for good for those who love God, and 
we are never alone. The Lord will always be with us when we are in 
times of trouble. Paul lived his life for the glory of the Lord, and he 
reminded the people in Philippi to focus on Jesus. We can learn from 
Paul and do what he did!

Items Needed: TE 1-4

We just learned about how Paul loved Jesus and told others about 
Him as well. But Paul was also known as Saul, and before he became 
a follower of Christ, he was not a nice person. Display TE 1-4 and 
point to the different pictures. Saul looked for Christians so he could 
arrest, hurt, and kill them. Saul mistreated the people who followed 
Christ and went to church. But one day, as Saul was traveling to a 
town called Damascus, the Lord spoke to him through a very bright 
light. The light was so bright that it blinded Saul. God helped Saul 
see again, and Saul chose to love and obey Jesus. After he became 
a missionary to Greek-speaking people, he became better known 
by the Greek version of his name—Paul. His life was completely 
changed because of Jesus, and he became one of the greatest mis-
sionaries ever.

Items Needed: TE 1-1
 TE 1-1a
 TE 1-5 (one copy/nine students)
 TE 1-17
 Cardstock
 Black and orange construction paper
 Marker
 Scissors
 Glue
 Small paintbrushes
 Orange, brown, and gold glitter
 Box of matches
 Small paper plates

Notes

TE 1-3

TE 1-4
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Before class, copy TE 1-5 on cardstock and cut out the sections so 
each student will have one. Also, cut the orange construction paper 
into 2" x 5.5" sections and an oval shape from the black construction 
paper so each student will have one of each. Write Jesus is the light 
of the world on each section of orange construction paper. Cut out 
TE 1-1a. Display TE 1-1 and add TE 1-1a to it. Jesus is the light of the 
world when things around us seem dark. Have you ever been in a 
completely dark room? It can be a little intimidating. Turn the lights 
off in your classroom (it’s okay if light is shining through a window). 
Strike the match. Even the light from a tiny match provides enough 
light to help you see. Every single person will go through hard times. 
Sometimes they are a result of our behavior and other times they 
happen to help us grow closer to Jesus. We can share our experi-
ences with others to encourage them or to remind them God is 
always with them. The Lord used Paul’s arrest and time in jail to help 
spread the Gospel all the way to Rome. God gives us the strength 
we need to make it through the hard times. Isaiah 41:3 says we are 
not to be afraid because the Lord is holding our hand and will help 
us. Sometimes we don’t understand what is going on, but Jesus is 
our light and He is always there to guide us through the darkness.

Display TE 1-17 and introduce the application verse to the students 
by reading it to them. The Bible tells us Jesus is the light of the 
world. Jesus said if we follow Him we would not walk in darkness. 
Jesus compares darkness to sin. Jesus can lead people out of the 
darkness of sin and guide them in the right direction. But we must 
choose to follow Him instead of going our own way. Let’s make a 
craft to remind us Jesus is the light of the world. Distribute a section 
of TE 1-5, scissors, paintbrushes, glue, and glitter to the students. 
Show them how to cut out the flame and spread the glue over it. 
Make the glitter available to the children and have them and sprinkle 
the different color glitter over it. Distribute the orange strip and black 
oval to the children. Have them glue the orange strip to the middle of 
the black oval. Glue the flame to the backside of the top of the orange 
strip. Set aside to dry.

Items Needed: TE 1-6
 Field Notes NT-1
 Crayons

Before class, copy Field Notes NT-1 so each student will have one. 
Hard times in this life will always be here. How we respond to 
those hard times is what sets us apart from the world. We have the 
Creator of the universe on our side to help us through our storms. 
God only asks that we give Him the glory. He is the reason we were 
able to make it. Through His strength and provision we can be the 
light in this dark world.

Do any of you remember the song, This Little Light of Mine? 
Encourage response. Just like the song says, we need to let our 
light shine and not hide it. Second Corinthians 4:6 tells us Jesus is 
the light that is shining in our hearts. Just as our light was given to 
us by God we are to share that light with the world. If we listen to 

TE 1-1

TE 1-1a

TE 1-5

TE 1-17

Application 
Verse 
Poster
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His calling and His guidance—like Paul did— then He will use the 
hard times we go through for His glory. Remember, we are to live 
our lives as a light in the darkness of the world. Let’s discover what 
God’s Word tells us about how we are supposed to live during our 
storms and honor Jesus through them. Distribute Field Notes NT-1 
and pencils to the students. Display TE 1-6. Read and talk about each 
verse. Allow the students to circle the bolded words on their Field 
Notes. Second Corinthians 12:9 tells us to trust God’s grace, and let 
His power help us during difficult times. Philippians 4:13 reminds us 
we can live through hard times because of God’s strength. Proverbs 
3:5-6 teaches us to trust God with all our heart even when we don’t 
understand why things are happening. Honor God and follow His 
leading. Matthew 5:16 tells us we are to let the light of Jesus shine 
so others will see Him through our words and actions, and He will 
be glorified. Finally, Isaiah 41:10 encourages us to not be afraid 
because God is with us. He will give us strength and hold us up with 
His righteous hand. Allow the students to find the bolded words in 
the word search on their Field Notes.

Sometimes we don’t understand what is going on, but we can 
remember God is in control of all circumstances. After all, He prom-
ised to stay with us and give us the strength we need. God gives 
us verses in His Word to help us learn how to live as Christ. Have 
the students refer to the Next Step section on their Field Notes. Your 
Next Step is to live in ways that reflect Jesus and His gospel. End 
class in prayer asking God to help your students to remember to turn 
to and rely on Him as they face hard times in their lives.

TE 1-6

Field Notes NT-1

Field Notes NT-1

Are you making a Home Connection with your kids? Home Connection 
is a FREE download that gives parents a simple way to practice faith at 
home by providing:

•  A weekly Bible passage to read together as a family
•  Suggestions to help you pray together as a family
•  Suggested activities to do as a family to put your faith in action

It’s a great tool for parents who want to pass their faith on to their children!

Also, if your church uses D6 Curriculum, Home Connection will let you know exactly what each 
member of the family is learning in small group, Life group, or Sunday School each week. Try 
it this week by downloading it at: www.D6home.com.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

God sent His Son, Jesus, to be born as a baby and to live on 
earth as an example of righteousness, then to suffer the pen-
alty for the sins of all humanity. Because Christ lived on earth 
and faced hardships and temptation just as we do, we can fully 
trust and obey what Jesus said and did.

Paul reminds us to think and live as Christ (Philippians 2:5). In 
order to do this, we must study the life of Christ. Paul explains 
that to live as Christ means we are selfless, putting others be-
fore ourselves (Philippians 2:3). We must also follow Christ’s 
example in humble obedience (Philippians 2:8).

Many question if living as Christ lived is possible because of 
His flawless life and sacrificial death. But there is good news! 
Our Creator knows our sinful nature will cause us to stumble. 
For this reason, He gives us His Spirit to help and encourage 
us. He works through us, enabling us to shine His light in the 
world (Philippians 2:15).

New Testament
Lesson 2
June 14, 2020

Follow the Light
TEXT: Philippians 2:1-18

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  We are to follow Jesus’ example in our words, attitudes, 

and actions.
 Think:  Follow the light by having the mind of Jesus.
 Do:   Look for opportunities to shine the light of Jesus to those 

around you.

APPLICATION VERSE: John 8:12

THEME: The Example of Christ

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
LEARN
q		TE 1-3

q		TE 1-7

q		TE 1-8

q		Field Notes NT-2

q		Colored pencils

EXPLORE
q		TE 1-9

q		TE 1-10

q		TE 1-11

q		Crayons

q		Scissors

q		Glue sticks

APPLY
q		TE 1-17

q		Flashlight

RESPOND
q		TE 1-1

q		TE 1-1b

q		TE 1-8

q		TE 1-10

q		Field Notes NT-2

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Philippians 2:1-4

Day 2—Philippians 2:5-8

Day 3—Philippians 2:9-11

Day 4—Philippians 2:12-13

Day 5—Philippians 2:14-18

Take Note:
Visit www.D6teacher.com for teaching tips, 
color picture of the crafts, and more.

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Gather the students around you and play several rounds of Follow 
the Leader with you being the leader. As the round continues 
increase the difficulty of the different. As the game continued, what 
did you notice? Encourage response. Just like in our game of Follow 
the Leader, it is hard to copy what someone does 100% of the time. 
In reality, there is only one person whose actions you should try 
to follow every day. Do any of you know who I am referring to? 
Encourage response. Yes, it is Jesus. Today we will learn what Paul 
wrote to the believers in Philippi about the importance of following 
the example Jesus gives us in our words, attitudes, and actions.

Option 2

Play a game of Simon Says. After three or four statements, stop 
doing the motion that you are telling them to do. As the game 
progresses, the tasks should become increasingly difficult. As the 
game continued, what did you notice? Encourage response. Just 
like in the game, it is hard to copy what someone does 100% of the 
time. In reality, there is only one person whose actions you should 
try to follow every day. Do any of you know who I am referring to? 
Encourage response. Yes, it is Jesus. Today we will learn what Paul 
wrote to the believers in Philippi about the importance of following 
the example Jesus gives us in our words, attitudes, and actions.

Items Needed: TE 1-3
 TE 1-7—TE 1-8
 Field Notes NT-2
 Colored pencils

Before class, copy Field Notes NT-2 so each student will have one. 
Display TE 1-3. Last week we began studying a letter Paul wrote to 
the believers in Philippi. Do any of you remember where Paul was? 
Encourage response. Yes, Paul was in jail. What was Paul’s attitude 
while he was in jail? Encourage response. We learned Paul shared 
the love of God with others and continued to praise God even when 
he was going through a hard time. Paul was a light to others, and 
we can be a light too. Paul encouraged the people in Philippi to 
trust God to help them in difficult times. Paul also told the people 
to be humble in their words and actions. When we are humble, we 
are kind and respectful. Display TE 1-7. In each letter Paul wrote, he 
reminded the people to live like Jesus lived. What book tells us how 
Jesus lived? Encourage response. That’s right. The Bible tells us how 
Jesus lived, and we can read the Bible every day. Jesus put others 
first, showing them care and love.

Notes

TE 1-7

God offers salvation and for-
giveness of sin through faith 
and Jesus Christ.

TE 1-3
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What are some things we can do to follow Jesus’ example? 
Encourage response. Distribute Field Notes NT-2 and colored pen-
cils to the students. Display TE 1-8 and point to the different words 
as you discuss them. Have the students color the words as you talk 
about each one. Let’s look at three characteristics of Jesus we are to 
follow in our lives. Jesus was humble. Do you remember what the 
word humble means? Encourage response. A humble person wants 
good for others and puts others first. Before Jesus came to earth, 
He lived in Heaven. He left all the perfection in Heaven to be born 
as a baby and have the limitations found in a human body for one 
reason—to take the punishment for every person’s sin so we could 
have eternal life in Heaven. We are to follow Jesus’ example and 
show humility in our lives.

Jesus was patient. Does this mean He never became angry? 
Encourage response. No, when Jesus saw that wicked men were 
taking advantage of other people by selling animals in the temple at 
a very high price, He knocked over their tables and threw them out 
(Matthew 21:12). His anger was not because He didn’t get His way, 
but because God’s house was being misused in such a way that 
others could not worship God. We can learn from His example to be 
angry with sin, but patient with sinners.

Jesus was forgiving. Jesus was arrested, beaten, and eventually 
hanged on a cross. Do any of you know what Jesus said even as 
He was dying? Encourage response. Read Luke 23:34. Jesus chose 
to forgive those who were putting Him to death. He chose to die so 
we could have forgiveness of our sin. We are to be like Jesus and 
forgive others.

Allow time for the students to color the picture of Jesus on their Field 
Notes. Encourage the students to hang the Field Notes somewhere 
they will see it often to remind them to follow Jesus’ example and be 
humble, patient, and forgiving.

Items Needed: TE 1-9—TE 1-11
 Crayons
 Scissors
 Glue sticks

Before class, fold TE 1-9 along the solid line. Also, copy TE 1-11 so 
each student will have one. Display the branches on the left side 
of TE 1-9. Do you think these branches will produce any fruit? 
Encourage response. Display the branches on the right side of TE 
1-9. What about these branches? Encourage response. Point to 
the two different branches. What’s the difference between the two 
branches? Encourage response. When we become part of God’s fam-
ily, He gives us the Holy Spirit to live inside us. As we stay close to 
Him, we grow to be like Jesus. The good characteristics or qualities 
that are like Jesus are called fruit of the Spirit, and they are found 
in Galatians 5:22-23. Display TE 1-10 and read the fruit of the Spirit 
to the students. The more we grow in the fruit of the Spirit, the 
more we are able to follow the example Jesus gives us. Distribute 

TE 1-8

Field Notes NT-2

TE 1-10

TE 1-9
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TE 1-11, crayons, scissors, and glue to the students. Have them color 
the words and the tree, cut out the words, and glue them to the tree.

Items Needed: TE 1-17
 Flashlight

Jesus led His life in a way that shows us exactly how we are to lead 
ours. We are also told countless times that we are to follow Christ’s 
example. In John 13, Jesus explains we are to follow His example. 
We are to look to Him as our example of how to live our lives, and 
He will give us the strength and ability to do so. Display TE 1-17 and 
review the application verse with the students by reading it together. 
In John 8:12 Jesus tells us He is the light of the world and if we 
follow Him we will never have to walk in darkness. Do any of you 
remember what darkness is? Encourage response. Yes, darkness is 
another word for sin. Jesus is our light; He leads us in the right direc-
tion. When we follow Jesus’ example, we are living as light in the 
dark world. Let’s use a flashlight to follow the words as a reminder 
for us to follow the light in our lives. Use the flashlight to point to the 
different words of the application verse as you say it together as a 
class. Repeat the activity several times and consider letting different 
students point the flashlight at the words.

Items Needed: TE 1-1
 TE 1-1b
 TE 1-8
 TE 1-10
 Field Notes NT-2

Add TE 1-1b to TE 1-1.We are to follow the light. That means we are 
to follow His ways. It’s not always easy to follow Jesus’ example so 
others can see Him in us. We must have a change in our heart which 
leads to changes in our thoughts. The Bible tells us to have the mind 
of Christ. What are some ways we can do that? Encourage response. 
Refer back to TE 1-8 and TE 1-10. When we follow Jesus’ example 
in our thoughts, it leads to changes in our words, attitudes, and 
actions. We will continue to grow the fruit of the Spirit in our lives. 
We have the Holy Spirit to help us because we can’t do it alone. The 
more we say yes to His way, the more we will see a difference in our 
way. The more we let His words in the Bible live in our thoughts, 
the more we will be changed by them. God will slowly replace the 
selfish, impatient, proud ways with caring, patient, humble ones as 
we obey and go His way. Have the students refer to the Next Step 
section on their Field Notes. Your Next Step is to look for opportuni-
ties to shine the light of Jesus to those around you.

TE 1-11

Field Notes NT-1

TE 1-1 TE 1-1b

TE 1-8 TE 1-10

TE 1-17

Application 
Verse 
Poster
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

The Apostle Paul chose to live for Christ no matter the cost. With 
this most important choice, Paul knowingly gave up his position 
and freedom and risked his health at times. Despite the challeng-
es, Paul persevered.

Paul accepted that the world’s view of success was in complete 
contrast to what Christ offers. He desired to press on to the finish 
line. Paul answered the call of Christ, grew in the knowledge of 
Christ, and was transformed through Christ (Philippians 3:20-21).

Like Paul, we must strive to follow Christ and know Him more. We 
must share the light of Christ with others, modeling His character 
in a world full of darkness. Christ is our light, and He guides our 
paths (John 8:12). May we walk in His light, knowing Him, under-
standing His truth, and living in His righteousness.

New Testament
Lesson 3
June 21, 2020

Let Your 
Light Shine
TEXT: Philippians 3:1-21

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  Paul understood the importance of knowing Jesus so oth-

ers could know Him.
 Think:  We are to let Jesus’ light shine so others can see it.
 Do:   Remember you are a child of God, to stay focused and 

don’t let distractions get in the way of knowing Jesus, and 
to study God’s Word to learn more about Him.

APPLICATION VERSE: John 8:12

THEME: To Know Christ

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q	TE 1-12

q	Colored pencils

q	Scissors

q	Stapler

Option 2

q	TE 1-13

LEARN
q	TE 1-1

q	TE 1-14

APPLY
q	TE 1-17

q	TE 1-18

q	Construction paper

q	Scissors

q	Crayons

q	Single-hole punch

q	Yarn

RESPOND
q	TE 1-1

q	TE 1-1c

q	TE 1-15

q	Field Notes NT-3

q	Colored pencils

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Philippians 3:2-3

Day 2—Philippians 3:4-8

Day 3—Philippians 3:9-11

Day 4—Philippians 3:12-16

Day 5—Philippians 3:17-21

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: TE 1-12
 Colored pencils
 Scissors
 Stapler

Before class, copy TE 1-12 so each student will have one. Distribute 
TE 1-12, scissors, and colored pencils to the students. Have the stu-
dents cut along the dotted line, and fold on the solid ones. Have the 
students put the two sections together to form a book. Staple the top 
to keep the sections together. Have the students write their names 
on the front and then write or draw pictures for their answers. Once 
the students are finished, allow them to share their books with their 
classmates. Have each student write his or her name on the back 
page to show he or she has looked at the book.

Do you think we know everything there is to know about each 
other? Encourage response. Of course not! Getting to know some-
one takes time and effort. We learned a little more about each other 
using our books. Today we will learn about the most important per-
son we can ever know—Jesus!

Option 2

Items Needed: TE 1-13

Have the students stand in two lines and face each other. Have the 
students who are standing in front of each other become partners. 
Explain that you are going to ask a question and each person will tell 
his or her partner the answer. Allow time for both students to answer 
the questions. Ask the questions from TE 1-13. If time allows, repeat 
the activity with different partners.

Now that we know a little about some of our friends, does any-
one want to share what they learned about his or her partner? 
Encourage response. Getting to know one another can be a lot of 
fun, and it helps us make friends. It takes time to get to know some-
one, and it takes effort. Did you know that Jesus wants to be your 
friend? Encourage response. How do you think we can get to know 
Him? Encourage response. Today we will learn more about getting 
to know Jesus.

Items Needed: TE 1-1
 TE 1-14

These past few weeks, we have been studying the letter Paul wrote 
to the church in Philippi. Light guides our paths and helps us to see 

Notes

TE 1-12

The Bible is God’s Word.

TE 1-13
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what is coming. Point to TE 1-1a and TE 1-1b on the Unit Poster (TE 
1-1). We have learned that Jesus is the light of the world, and we 
are to follow the light.

Today we will continue studying Paul’s letter as he tells us about the 
importance of the light of Jesus and knowing Jesus better. Getting 
to know people can be difficult, but it is even more difficult to know 
someone we cannot hear or see. Learning about Jesus’ character 
helps us get to know Him better. How do you think we can do this? 
Encourage response.

Display TE 1-14. To know Jesus better, you must remember you 
are a child of God, and you are loved. Jesus loves you and died on 
a cross for your sin so you could live in Heaven one day. When you 
choose to follow Jesus, you become part of His family, and your sin 
is taken away.

Stay focused and don’t let distractions get in the way of knowing 
Jesus. Read Philippians 3:11-14 aloud. Paul said he had to press on 
toward the mark and keep his eye focused on the finish line. Paul 
knew he had to keep his mind focused on God’s plan for his life and 
in getting to know Jesus better. We are to follow Paul’s example 
and do the same. One of the ways Satan tries to distract us from 
knowing Jesus better is with sin. Do any of you remember what sin 
is? Encourage response. Sin is anything we think, say, or do that 
goes against God’s way. We must stay focused and not give in to 
distractions.

We get to know God when we study His Word. One of the best ways 
to know Jesus is to know what His Word, the Bible, says. The Bible 
teaches us what Jesus is like and what He wants us to do. As you 
read the Bible, ask yourself what it teaches you about Jesus.

The number one goal of Paul’s life was to know Jesus. He wanted 
to know the One who took his punishment and died for his sin. 
Nothing else was as important as knowing and loving the One who 
loved him so much.

Do you remember how we learned that Paul wasn’t always a 
Christian? Encourage response. After Paul chose to follow God, he 
completely changed how he lived. All of the things that made Paul 
seem great in the world’s eyes did not matter as much as knowing 
Jesus. Read Philippians 3:8-10 aloud to the students. Paul gave up 
his position, his health, and even his freedom just to know the Lord.

Knowing Jesus comes from having a deep relationship with Him. A 
relationship with Christ means nothing is hidden. He knows every-
thing about us, and we can learn about Him too. Do you have the 
same relationship with your mom as you do with your dad? Or how 
about two of your friends—do you have the exact same friendship? 
Encourage response. More than likely, you don’t. Each relationship 
depends on the person you share it with. Our relationship with 
Jesus will look different depending on who we are. Our relationship 

Notes

TE 1-14

TE 1-1
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with our Savior is special to each one of us. It is a gift to truly know 
Him and the light of His presence.

Items Needed: TE 1-17
 TE 1-18 (one copy/three students)
 Construction paper
 Scissors
 Crayons
 Single-hole punch
 Yarn

Before class, copy TE 1-18 and cut apart the sections so each student 
will have one. Cut the construction paper into 3.5" x 8.5" sections so 
each student will have one. Also cut yarn into 6" lengths for each 
student. Think about the relationship between you and your closest 
friends. How did it grow to be close? Encourage response. Was it 
because you only talked to them when you were scared, lonely, or 
needed something? Of course not! But often times, we are guilty of 
only coming to God during the extremely hard times in life. We only 
want to talk to Him when we need something from Him instead 
of wanting to grow our relationship with Him. In Genesis, before 
the fall of man, God would walk with and talk with Adam and Eve 
every single day. Ever since the beginning of time, God has wanted 
a relationship with His creation. He wants to spend time with us. 
What about you? Do you just say a few words at meals or give Him 
a few hours of our day on Sunday, but don’t think about Him for the 
rest of the week? How would you feel if your friends treated you 
that way? Encourage response. The number one goal of Paul’s life 
was to know Jesus. That should be ours too. Display TE 1-17 and 
review the application verse with the students by saying it together. 
God’s Word tells us Jesus is the light of the world. When we follow 
Him, we don’t walk in darkness. When we know Him, we have the 
light of life through Him. Distribute the sections from TE 1-18 and 
crayons to the students. Allow time for them to color the picture of 
Jesus. Distribute a strip of construction paper and glue sticks to the 
students. Have them glue TE 1-18 to the center of the construction 
paper. Use the hole punch to make a hole at the top. Distribute a 
piece of yarn to the students and show them how to thread it through 
the hole. Encourage the students to use their bookmarks this week to 
help them remember to follow Jesus and let His light shine through 
them.

Notes

TE 1-18

TE 1-17

Application 
Verse 
Poster
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Items Needed: TE 1-1
 TE 1-1c
 TE 1-15
 Field Notes NT-3
 Colored pencils

Before class, copy Field Notes NT-3 so each student will have one. 
Jesus, the light of the world, came to bring light to those in dark-
ness. Add TE 1-1c to TE 1-1. We are to let His light shine so others 
can see it. But in order to do that well, we must have daily commu-
nication with Him. Why do you think Paul put so much value in his 
relationship with Jesus Christ? Encourage response. He understood 
the difference in doing so would make not only in his life, but also 
the lives of those whom he told about Jesus. Like Paul we should 
focus our attention and hearts on knowing Jesus so others will see 
His light in us. Jesus will completely change us if we let Him all the 
way into our lives. Distribute Field Notes NT-3 and colored pencils 
to the students. Have them draw a picture of themselves on the left 
side of their Field Notes and color the picture of Jesus in the Bible on 
the right. Display TE 1-15. We know Him through the transforming 
ways of His Word. The more we study His Word, the more His power 
takes hold and truly transforms us. Think about the answer to this 
question: What are some distractions that keep you from growing 
your relationship with Jesus? If you are struggling to study God’s 
Word each day, who is someone you can ask to help you be more 
consistent? Have students refer to the Next Step section of their 
Field Notes. Your Next Step is to remember you are a child of God, 
don’t let distractions get in the way of knowing Jesus, and to stay 
focused and study God’s Word to learn more about Him. End class 
with prayer for your students that they may shine the light of Jesus 
in their lives so others will see Him in them.

Field Notes NT-1

TE 1-1

TE 1-1c

Field Notes NT-1

TE 1-15

Splink is a simple way to link 
your family together spiritually. 
Through FREE weekly emails 
packed with ideas, Splink helps 
you and your family engage in 
conversation. Whether it’s making 
memories or having fun together, 
Splink allows you to capture those 
teachable moments to impress 

spiritual truths and life lessons on your kids. No matter 
where you are, there’s always time to Splink!

Sign up for Splink at D6family.com/Splink.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

In every season of life there is a reason to give thanks. Paul tells us to 
always rejoice in the Lord (Philippians 4:4). Always is a strong word 
meaning at all times and in any event. There will be seasons and situ-
ations when rejoicing is difficult, but we can have confidence in the 
Lord to see us through every trial (Proverbs 14:26).

Paul knew the Lord would see him through every storm of life, and 
he did not hesitate to share this with others. Paul focused on things 
above (Colossians 3:2). He glorified God in the hard things, and he 
rejoiced in the victories God provided. Like Paul, having a Biblical 
perspective will help us find joy in situations that frighten and over-
whelm us.

How do we rejoice in the light of God’s glory as Paul did? We bring 
our requests to God, we trust God and His Word, and we choose to 
be thankful (Philippians 4:6-7). When we focus on the Lord’s provi-
sion, our frustrations and anxieties decrease, and our joy and thank-
ful spirit increases.

New Testament
Lesson 4
June 28, 2020

Rejoice in the 
Light of Jesus
TEXT: Philippians 4:4-20

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  We can have joy in Jesus by turning the situation over to 

God, thinking right thoughts, and thanking God for what 
He will do.

 Think:   Our joy does not depend on the things that happen to us, 
but it is found in Jesus.

 Do:   Choose to find joy in every situation by rejoicing in Jesus.

APPLICATION VERSE: John 8:12

THEME: Rejoice in Christ

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
LEARN
q		TE 1-16

q		Field Notes NT-4

q		Colored pencils

APPLY
q		TE 1-16

q		TE 1-17

q		Field Notes NT-4

RESPOND
q		TE 1-1

q		TE 1-1d

q		Field Notes NT-4

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Philippians 4:4-7

Day 2—Philippians 4:8-9

Day 3—Philippians 4:10-13

Day 4—Philippians 4:14-17

Day 5—Philippians 4:18-20

Take Note:
Are you on Facebook? Join the 
D6 Curriculum Teachers group, a 
place of community for you to 
share stories, ask questions, get 

advice, and engage in conversations with 
other D6 curriculum teachers.

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Sing a few of the following songs: “I’ve got the Joy Down in my 
Heart,” “Rejoice In the Lord Always,” “If You’re Happy and You Know 
It.” What do you think we are going to be talking about today based 
on the songs that we sang? Encourage response. We are going to 
be talking about rejoicing in the Lord. Do any of you know what joy 
is? Encourage response. Joy is contentment from knowing Jesus. 
When we are content, we are satisfied with what God provides. 
Joy is different from happiness, because happiness is based on our 
circumstances. Today we are going to learn about how to have and 
keep our joy in Jesus.

Option 2

Have the students sit in a circle. Explain that they are going to help 
you with a make-believe story. You are going to start the story with 
something bad that happens, and then the next student will add to 
the story, but adding something good that happens. The next student 
will continue the story, but add something bad. Continue alternating 
back and forth between good things and bad things. For example, 
“I wanted a new toy from the story, but my mom said she couldn’t 
spend the money.” The next person might add: “But then I remem-
bered I had gotten $20 for my birthday.” The next person might add: 
“When I went to go get the money, I couldn’t find it.” The last person 
could add: “Thankfully, my mom found it in the laundry.” Create sev-
eral stories as time allows. Do you ever have times when something 
bad happens, but then something good happens. It’s easy to get 
discouraged when bad things happen and it’s much harder to keep 
a good and thankful attitude during those times. That’s because we 
are confusing our happiness with joy. Do any of you know what 
the difference between happiness and joy is? Encourage response. 
Joy is contentment from knowing Jesus. When we are content, we 
are satisfied with what God provides. Happiness is based on our 
circumstances. Today we will learn some ways to find and keep our 
joy in Jesus.

Items Needed: TE 1-16
 Field Notes NT-4
 Colored pencils

Before class, copy Field Notes NT-4 so each student will have one. 
In our lessons this month, we have talked about the light of Christ. 
We learned Jesus is the light. Let’s say that together. Encourage 
response. We also learned we are to follow the light, and we are 
to let our light shine so others will see Jesus in us. Today we will 
learn more of what Paul said in his letter to the Christians in Philippi. 
Distribute Field Notes NT-4 and colored pencils to the students. Have 
them color the words at the top of their Field Notes. Read Philippians 

Notes

Field Notes NT-4

God hears our prayers because 
god is a personal, spiritual 
being who cares about His 
people.
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4:4 aloud to the students. What did Paul tell the Philippians to do? 
Encourage response. Rejoice in the Lord always. What was the last 
word? Encourage response. Yes, Paul used the word always. Have 
the students underline the word always. Paul didn’t say when things 
are good or when we are getting our way. Paul said we should find 
joy in God always. Can you think of a situation where it might be 
hard to rejoice in the Lord? Encourage response. There are many 
times in our lives when rejoicing in the Lord isn’t easy. But Paul 
shares ways to help us be joyful no matter what is happening in 
our lives. Display TE 1-16. Allow the students to color the pictures 
as you are discussing ways to always be joyful. Paul instructs the 
Philippians to turn the situation over to God. Paul encourages the 
people not to worry about anything and reminds them to pray about 
everything with thankfulness, When we do this, God gives us peace 
(Philippians 4:6-7). Paul also told the Christians in Philippi to think 
right thoughts. Read Philippians 4:8 aloud to the students. He told 
the believers to think thoughts that are true, honest, just, pure, love-
ly, of a good report, virtuous, and praiseworthy. When you’ve prayed 
about your situation and thanked God for His help, but you still have 
sad, angry, or anxious feelings, we should ask ourselves, “Is this 
thought true? Is this thought honest? Is this a pure thought?” Our 
minds are to be focused on pure and holy things as well as rejoicing. 
Finally, thank God for what He will do. Paul learned to be satisfied, 
to be thankful whether he had a lot or a little. If we take time to rec-
ognize that our needs are taken care of, and realize our wants can 
wait, many times our thankful spirit will return (Philippians 4:11-12).

Being thankful in hard times takes practice. We must remember God 
is always with us. He knows our troubles, and He wants us to trust 
Him for help. He cares about every worry, and He wants us to give 
Him every concern (1 Peter 5:7). We need to come before God in 
humble prayer, remembering that He will give us what we need. We 
can do all things through because God gives us strength (Philippians 
4:13). The Bible tells us the Lord will give amazing strength and 
peace to those who ask for it and who need it (Philippians 4:7). 
Knowing and trusting God’s Word, we can be faithful to God in all 
situations because He will give us the strength to do so.

Items Needed: TE 1-16—TE 1-17
 Field Notes NT-4

Read the following situations aloud. Refer to TE 1-16. Have students 
use the ways on TE 1-16 and their Field Notes to discuss how they 
can rejoice in Jesus in each one. Ask the students to tell you what 
words to say to turn the situation over to God, what thoughts to 
think, and what to thank God for in each of the following.

Evan remembered coming home from school and learning that his 
grandmother had a heart attack and had been rushed to the hospi-

TE 1-16

Field Notes NT-4

TE 1-16
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tal. Evan was afraid at first, but he prayed his grandmother would 
get better and come home soon. Days turned into weeks and then 
his dad told him that his grandmother would probably never come 
home. Now Evan was angry with God for not answering his prayer. 
How can Evan rejoice in Jesus?

Jenna’s dad had been out of work for six months. The entire family 
had been careful about spending money, but there’s a class trip she 
really wants to go on. But Jenna knows there’s not enough money 
in the budget and she’s letting it affect her attitude about everything 
else. How can Jenna rejoice in Jesus?

We don’t always get the answer we want to a situation, but that 
doesn’t mean God’s not there or we can’t find joy in what is happen-
ing. Sometimes we have to ask God to help us accept the situation. 
But remember, true joy comes from turning the situation over to 
God, thinking right thoughts, and thanking Him for what He will do. 
When we continue to follow Jesus and His light, we will find true 
joy. Display TE 1-17 and review the application verse with the stu-
dents by saying it together. Our application verse for this month tells 
us Jesus is the light of the world. When we follow Him, two things 
happen: we don’t walk in darkness and we have the light of the life. 
Jesus is always with us leading us in the right ways.

Choose a student to lead the other students in an activity (hopping, 
skipping, jogging in place, jumping jacks, etc.) while saying the 
application verse. Then allow the student to choose another student 
who will do the same, but with a different activity. Continue as time 
allows.

Items Needed: TE 1-1
 TE 1-1d
 Field Notes NT-4

It is very easy to only see the bad things around us, especially when 
we’re in the middle of a hard situation. The first thing we want to do 
is complain about how difficult our circumstances are instead of look-
ing for the positives in the situation. How can we learn to focus on the 
positives instead of remaining zeroed in on the negatives? Encourage 
response. Add TE 1-1d to TE 1-1. We must remember to rejoice in the 
light of Jesus. This entire month, we have focused on how we are to 
be a light in this world. When the world goes through darkness, they 
have no light to guide their way—no reason for joy or peace. Can you 
imagine going though a hard time without the hope that we have 
in Jesus Christ? Encourage response. Our thoughts and reactions to 
our circumstances are the biggest testimony that we can have. This 
will also help give us a new perspective on situations that can be dif-
ficult by allowing us to see His provision and hand of guidance in our 
lives. Our joy does not depend on the things that happen to us, but 
it is found in Jesus. Have the students refer to the Next Step section 
on their Field Notes. Your Next Step is to choose to find joy in every 
situation by rejoicing in Jesus. Use the three steps from your Field 
Notes to help you have the right outlook. End class with prayer for 
your students and thank Jesus for helping us have true joy.

Notes

Field Notes NT-4

TE 1-1d

TE 1-1

TE 1-17

Application 
Verse 
Poster
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

We will be studying the Minor Prophets in our lessons this 
month. These books address many challenging social justice 
issues and provide insight for us regarding how we treat other 
people. The need for helping others will be discussed through-
out today’s lesson, which comes from the first chapter of Oba-
diah.

We can be certain that we will have conflicts and disagree-
ments with others, but we can also be certain that God desires 
for His followers to help one another (Hebrews 6:10). How we 
respond to others and how we treat others matters to God.

Scripture repeatedly reminds us to love our neighbor (Mark 
12:31). Jesus is the perfect example of selfless love and genu-
ine help. We must practice godly care and justice, especially 
when others are hurting. Modeling our own lives after the life 
of Christ is the best way to fight our selfish, uncaring nature. 
We must act justly, love mercy, and walk in humility (Micah 
6:8).

Special Topic
Lesson 1
July 5, 2020

Help Others
TEXT: Obadiah 1:1-21

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  Obadiah shared a message about God’s judgment upon 

the people of Edom.
 Think:   God wants us to pay attention to the needs of others, care 

about the problems of others, not take advantage of oth-
ers, and not join in attacking or bullying others.

 Do:  Take action in helping others this week.

APPLICATION VERSE: Micah 6:8

THEME: Help the Hurting

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q	Jump ropes, string, or yarn

Option 2

q	Old twin sheet

q	Soft foam or beach ball

LEARN
q	TE 2-2

q	TE 2-3

q	Permanent marker

q	Bible

EXPLORE
q	TE 2-4

q	TE 2-5

q	TE 2-6

q	Crayons

APPLY
q	TE 2-3

q	TE 2-7

q	TE 2-22

q	Index cards

q	Masking tape

q	Coin

RESPOND
q	TE 2-1

q	TE 2-1a

q	TE 2-8

q	Field Notes ST-1

q	Crayons

q	Whiteboard and marker

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Obadiah 1:1-4

Day 2—Obadiah 1:5-9

Day 3—Obadiah 1:10-14

Day 4—Obadiah 1:15-18

Day 5—Obadiah 1:19-21

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.

Take Note:
Go to www.D6teacher.com for teaching tips, answer keys for the Field Notes, 
and more.
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Option 1

Items Needed: Jump ropes, string, or yarn

Arrange the ropes (or other items) into the shape of a square so 
the students can easily fit inside the square. Instruct the students 
to stand inside the square. Then have all the students get out and 
reduce the size of the square by at least a foot or an amount that 
makes it comfortable for them to fit inside, but not as easy as before. 
Repeat this process, making the square smaller and smaller each 
time. Challenge the students to work together to come up with cre-
ative ways to make sure everyone fits inside the square.

Each time the square became smaller, it became more challenging 
to fit inside of it. Life isn’t always easy, but it’s easier when you have 
others to help you. Listen carefully as we learn four specific ways to 
help others.

Option 2

Items Needed: Old twin sheet
 Soft foam or beach ball

Before class, cut a hole in the sheet so the ball you are using can 
go through it. But make sure the hole is not too large so the activity 
will be somewhat challenging. Have the students tightly grab onto 
part of the sheet. You may have to arrange the students so all sides 
are evenly covered. Explain the students will have to work together 
and help each other to move the sheet so the ball will fall through 
the center hole. To add to the challenge, consider giving 1,000 points 
each time they help each other to get it in. That way you can stop 
the game when they get to 5,000 (or the number you choose). Did 
you have to help each other out to reach the goal of getting the ball 
through the sheet? Encourage response. How did you work togeth-
er? Encourage response. Today we are going to learn from our Bible 
verses how much it matters to God when we help others. We will 
also learn simple ways to know how to help those around us.

Items Needed: TE 2-2—TE 2-3
 Permanent marker
 Bible

Before class, find and mark Obadiah in your Bible. Throughout the 
month of July, we will be looking into four minor prophet books 
of the Bible in the Old Testament. They are not “minor” as in not 
important, but are called this because these books are shorter than 
the other books of prophecy in the Old Testament. We will begin by 
studying the book of Obadiah and learn the message God gave to 
him about the Edomites’ refusal to help God’s people.

Notes

Bad things happen because 
the world is a sinful place.

Take Note:
For an additional challenge, make another 
hole in the sheet and deduct points if it goes 
into that one.

Take Note:
If available, some of the large parachutes 
used on playgrounds or in physical education 
classes have a hole in the middle that can be 
used for this activity.
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Display TE 2-2. The prophet Obadiah spoke God’s message in a 
unique way because he wasn’t speaking to God’s people about their 
sin, but rather about the sin of the people of Edom against God’s 
people and the judgment that would come to the people of Edom.

Divide the students into two groups. There are four parts given in 
Obadiah of how the Edomites mistreated the people of Judah. For 
the first two parts, one group will play the part of the Edomites, and 
the second group will be the people of Judah. Then for the last two 
parts, the groups will switch so that each group will understand how 
the people of Judah felt from the mistreatment of the Edomites. 
Instruct each group to listen when to come forward and what to do. 
Consider having the group playing the Edomites come to the front of 
the classroom to emphasize the change in roles.

Display TE 2-3 and write the italicized words in the blanks as you dis-
cuss the verses. Read Obadiah 1:11 to the students. From this verse, 
we see how the Edomites ignored the needs of others (in particular, 
God’s people). Have the students say the statement with you. Have 
the group portraying the “Edomites” come forward and turn their 
backs to the other group. When God’s people were invaded, the 
Edomites did nothing. Be sure to keep the “Edomites” in character 
by not letting them turn around and perhaps even add crossed arms 
as body language of how they ignored “God’s people.” Even when 
the enemies of God’s people carried off their wealth, the Edomites 
did nothing. They saw how God’s people were in trouble. What 
do their actions tell us about the Edomites? Encourage response. 
Remember to let the students think about what their actions said. 
The focus is not so much about the action, but more so about what 
that meant.

Read Obadiah 1:12 to the students. From this verse, we learn the 
Edomites rejoiced at the problems of others (in particular, God’s 
people). Have the students say the statement with you. Have the 
“Edomites” stand and laugh, act happy, and high five each other. 
When God’s people were taken captive to faraway lands like slaves, 
the Edomites were happy. They should have been sad and sorry this 
terrible thing happened, but they weren’t because they didn’t care. 
The way God’s people were mistreated didn’t bother them; instead, 
the Edomites were happy because of the things that were happen-
ing to God’s people. What are some things they might have said as 
they rejoiced at the problem of God’s people? Encourage response.

As recommended so that each group will understand the situation, 
switch the two groups and let the other group come to the front of 
the class and play the part of the “Edomites.”

Read Obadiah 1:13 to the students. From this verse, we learn the 
Edomites took advantage of others during a difficult time (in particu-
lar, God’s people even though they were hurting from their disaster). 
Have the students say the statement with you. Have the “Edomites” 
pretend to be gathering and putting things on their pretend wagons. 
It was bad enough how they treated God’s people, but then they 
went into their land and took what they wanted from what was left. 
God’s people were hurting, and the Edomites saw it as a chance to 
get some more stuff.

Rather than helping, they took advantage of the problems God’s 
people faced.

Notes

TE 2-2

TE 2-3
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Read Obadiah 1:14 to the students. From this verse, we learn the 
Edomites joined others to attack others (again, in particular, God’s 
people). Have the students say the statement with you. Have the 
“Edomites” one by one gather link to each other and make facial 
expressions like they are ready to attack. Through Obadiah, God 
accused the Edomites of standing at a crossroads to kill those who 
tried to escape or capture any survivors. It was bad enough how 
they treated God’s people, but to join with others resulted in God’s 
judgment against them. One group of people hating another group 
is terrible, but when joined with others, the trouble worsens and the 
violence increases.

All four of these attempts by the Edomites to destroy God’s people 
resulted in His judgment against them. Use TE 2-3 to review the four 
wrong ways of the Edomites. Then read Obadiah 1:15, 18b to the stu-
dents. This came true because from history we know the Edomites 
fought side by side with the Jews in the rebellion against Rome 
in A.D. 66-70. They were destroyed by Rome and never heard of as 
a people group again. Just as God said, He destroyed the Edomites. 
We must learn from their example that how we treat others matters 
to God.

Items Needed: TE 2-4—TE 2-6
 Crayons

Before class, copy TE 2-6 so each student will have one. The name 
Obadiah means “The Lord’s servant.” The book of Obadiah, with 
only one chapter, is the shortest book in the Old Testament. It 
records the vision God gave him about what was going to happen to 
the people of Edom. Who exactly were the people of Edom? Display 
TE 2-4. Several hundred years before Obadiah spoke God’s message, 
there were twin brothers named Jacob and Esau who did not get 
along at all. Display TE 2-5. Jacob tricked Esau, also called Edom, out 
of his birthright or inheritance and also out of the special blessing 
from their father (Genesis 25:29-34; 27:1-38). After those two things 
happened, Jacob left because Esau was so angry and wanted to kill 
him (Genesis 27:41-45). The Edomites were the people who were 
descendants of Esau. There are many passages in the Old Testament 
where the Edomites went against God’s people, Jacob’s family tree, 
and it was time for their judgment. Obadiah prophesied from God 
that the judgment against the Edomites would prove to be so severe 
that there would be no Edomites left.

Distribute TE 2-6 and crayons to the students. Allow time for them to 
color the letter O and the picture of Obadiah.

Notes

TE 2-6

TE 2-5

TE 2-4
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Notes

Items Needed: TE 2-3
 TE 2-7
 TE 2-22
 Index cards
 Masking tape
 Coin

Before class, write the following on the different index cards boys, 
girls, teacher, kids wearing pockets, brown-eyed kids, and all (or 
create different categories to fit your class). Using the masking 
tape, make a 2x3 grid, and place an index card in each grid. Then 
mark a throwing line about three feet away with the masking 
tape. Throughout this month, a story will be read aloud to present 
situations students may deal with or are aware of that relate to the 
Bible lesson. Listen to this story between siblings to discover how 
the brother was not that different from the Edomites in the Old 
Testament. Read the story from TE 2-7 and be sure to reference the 
points from TE 2-3 where indicated. What was the real problem in 
this situation? Encourage response. Listen to two Bible verses that 
tell us what God says about helping other people. Read Ephesians 
4:32 and Galatians 5:13b to the students.

God commands His followers to be kind and tenderhearted or com-
passionate. When we choose to help others, we are showing kind-
ness and caring. What is a way C.J. could have shown kindness to 
his sister? Encourage response.

When we serve one another, we are helping meet a need. God com-
mands us to not only serve one another, but in the right attitude: 
in love. What would have been the right type of attitude for C.J. to 
have in the scenario? Encourage response.

Notice it doesn’t say God suggests these things, but rather what He 
commands or requires. If a parent suggests you organize the games 
so you know which ones you have, that is simply a suggestion. But 
when that parent commands you to clean up the games immedi-
ately, that means it is required and you are do it at that moment.

Display TE 2-22 and introduce the application verse for the month by 
reading it aloud. Say the Bible verse a few times before beginning 
the review game.

Let students take turns throwing the coin to the grid. Read the card 
the coin lands on, and have those students say the verse. Continue 
until several students have had a turn and the verse has been 
reviewed.

TE 2-3

TE 2-7

TE 2-22

Application 
Verse 
Poster



Items Needed: TE 2-1
 TE 2-1a
 TE 2-8
 Field Notes ST-1
 Crayons
 Whiteboard and marker

Before class, copy Field Notes ST-1 for each student. This month we 
are going to learn how we can be a difference maker. Display TE 
2-1 and add TE 2-1a. Today’s focus is to help others. But how can 
we help? We learned about four specific wrong ways the Edomites 
responded to God’s people hurting. Now let’s look at the right ways 
so we know how to respond in a helpful way. Distribute Field Notes 
ST-1 and pencils to the students. Have the students make a check-
mark next to each right way to respond to others as you it.

Display TE 2-8 and point to the different ways. We are to pay atten-
tion to the needs of others. If you are focused on yourself and what 
you want to do, you won’t see the needs of others around you. As 
followers of Christ, doing nothing is not pleasing to God.

We are to care about the problems of others. It’s not always easy 
to help others but when we truly care and want to obey God, our 
actions will prove it.

We are not to take advantage of others, especially during a difficult 
time. Taking advantage of someone is always wrong, but when that 
person is already struggling, you are only adding to the hurt.

We are not to join in attacking or bullying others. When others are 
laughing or making fun of someone, don’t be part of the problem. 
Instead, be part of the standing for and helping that person. Being 
silent is not helping. Choose to speak up for that person.

Knowing the right way to help others is not enough; you must take 
action. What are some ways you can help in the places you go, the 
people you see, and the things you do? Encourage response. Have 
the students brainstorm ways they can help others in their neighbor-
hood, school, home, and church. Write them on a whiteboard. Allow 
the students to draw on their Field Notes a way they can help some-
one in each of the different areas. Have students refer to the Next 
Step section on their Field Notes. Your Next Step is to take action in 
helping others this week. End class by praying for God to provide 
you and the students with opportunities to help others this week.

Take Note:
Copy TE 2-10 and ask two young men to role-play Micah and a defense attor-
ney for your class next week.

30

Field Notes ST-1

TE 2-8

TE 2-1a

Field Notes ST-1

TE 2-1
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

How we treat others matters to God. Before we act, we should 
pause to think about what Scripture says and how God wants 
us to treat others. We know we are to act honorably toward 
others. We are to show mercy to others as well. But Scripture 
also tells us to love showing mercy to others (Micah 6:8). At 
times, this might feel like an insurmountable task. But if we 
focus on who God is and how He treated others, we will find it 
easier to walk in humility (Psalm 25:9).

Jesus knows the human heart and the selfishness it so easily 
harbors. For this reason, He gave us what is now referred to as 
the Golden Rule (Matthew 7:12). Jesus understands the human 
desire to be respected, loved, and appreciated, so He uses this 
as a starting point to promote godly behavior in the treatment 
of others.

This is a command to show love to others in a proactive way. 
This approach sets Christianity apart from all other world reli-
gions. In fact, Scripture even tell us to love our enemies, which 
is such a countercultural practice (Matthew 5:43-44). Loving 
others is an outward display of obedience and the mark of a 
true follower of God (John 13:35).

Special Topic
Lesson 2
July 12, 2020

Treat Others as 
You Would Like 
to Be Treated
TEXT: Micah 6:1-16

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  Micah shared God’s message for His people to act justly, 

love mercy, and walk humbly with Him.
 Think:  It matters to God how we treat others.
 Do:   Stop and think about how we can treat others how we 

would like to be treated.

APPLICATION VERSE: Micah 6:8

THEME: Practice True Religion

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q	Large bowl or bucket

q	Water

q		Small rocks, marbles, or other 
small objects

q	Towels

Option 2

q	Beach ball

q	Permanent marker

LEARN
q	TE 2-2

q	TE 2-9

q	TE 2-10

q		Two males to role-play Micah 
and the defense attorney

q	Gavel

EXPLORE
q	TE 2-11

q	Crayons

APPLY
q	TE 2-12

q	TE 2-22

q	Baseball or softball

RESPOND
q	TE 2-1

q	TE 2-1b

q	Field Notes ST-2

q	Crayons

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Micah 6:1-2

Day 2—Micah 6:3-5

Day 3—Micah 6:6-8

Day 4—Micah 6:9-12

Day 5—Micah 6:13-16

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: Large bowl or bucket
 Water
  Small rocks, marbles, or any other small object that 

will sink in the water
 Towel (in case of spills)

Before class, place a towel on the floor and place the large bowl or 
bucket on it. Then pour the water into the large bowl or bucket. Have 
any of you ever dropped a rock or heavy object into the water? 
Encourage response. Do you remember what happened? Encourage 
response. It probably looked like circles going out from the object, 
which is called the ripple effect. The water around where the object 
was dropped also moved, and the water around it moved and so 
forth. Let’s see how that works. Drop a rock into the bowl or bucket 
to demonstrate the ripple effect. Continue to drop a rock each time 
you mention the right ways to treat others to help keep the students’ 
attention. This rock (or whichever object you used) reminds me of 
how we treat others. When we treat others the way we would like 
to be treated, it affects us and those around us too. For example, 
when you are kind to those you live with, (drop an object in the 
bowl or bucket) that helps keep peace at home. Someone tell a way 
you show kindness at your home. Encourage response. When you 
share with others (drop an object in the water), others will be more 
likely to share with you, rather than being selfish. Tell us something 
you have shared with others. Call on volunteers for examples. When 
you treat others with honesty and fairness, others realize you can 
be trusted (drop an object in the water). Tell about a time when you 
were honest and fair and how that affected that person or situation. 
Encourage response.

Today we will study the Old Testament book of Micah. We will dis-
cover how God’s people were not honest or right in how they treat-
ed others. Even though God treated them well and gave them good 
leaders and other things they didn’t deserve, the people disobeyed 
Him. Listen carefully to see how they were affected.

Option 2

Items Needed: Beach ball
 Permanent marker

Divide the students into two groups and have the group get on dif-
ferent sides of the room.

For the first round, have the first student in the first group toss the 
beach ball to the first student on the other side. Only the first student 
in the first group is allowed to catch it no matter where it goes. Then 
he or she will throw it back to the first student in the first group. Then 
the second student in the first group throws to the second student in 
the other group who, in turn, throws it back to the second student in 
the first grouop. Continue down the line.

Notes
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For the second round, add a twist to the activity. Give the ball to the 
students in the second group, allowing them to go first and tossing 
the ball to the students who were in the first group. Before the first 
student is allowed to throw the ball to the first student in the other 
group, he or she has to call out a way to treat others the way he or 
she would like to be treated. Give an example of this. The first stu-
dent, (insert the first student’s name), says, “No name calling” and 
throws the ball to the first person in the other group (insert the first 
person in that group’s name). That student repeats what was just 
said, “No name calling” and tosses the ball back to the first student. 
As you might have guessed, today’s focus is on treating others like 
you’d like to be treated. Today we will study the Old Testament book 
of Micah and learn whether or not God’s people were truthful and 
honest.

Items Needed: TE 2-2
 TE 2-9—TE 2-10
  Two males to role-play Micah and the defense attor-

ney
 Gavel (optional)

Before class, copy TE 2-10 and give to the two males who will be role-
playing Micah and the defense attorney to study. Display TE 2-2. Last 
week, we learned from the book of Obadiah and how God spoke 
against the enemies of His people, the Edomites. God judged them 
severely because of the way they mistreated His children. Display 
TE 2-9. This week we will learn the message God gave the prophet 
Micah and how we can apply it to our lives. Throughout the book 
of Micah, God judged His own people for their sin. It is almost as if 
Micah wrote chapter six from a courtroom setting. Let’s welcome 
two men who will be role-playing Micah and the defense attorney.

If you have a gavel, use it to signal the start of the session in court.

TEACHER: The court is in session. We will hear from Micah, the pros-
ecuting attorney first.

Allow the two men to role-play the drama for the students.

MICAH: I am honored to speak on behalf of what God has said 
against the people of Judah and Israel. It seems they have forgot-
ten how God has been good to them. God brought them out of the 
slavery years in Egypt. God gave them great leaders such as Moses, 
Aaron, and Miriam to guide them through the wilderness. God 
allowed Balaam to bless them when King Balak wanted to curse 
them.

DEFENSE ATTORNEY: What is it that God wants from His people? 
Will God be pleased with burnt offerings of thousands of rams, ten 
thousand rivers of oil, or the firstborn in each family?

MICAH: God’s people know what He requires. He wants them to 
treat others the way they want to be treated. They should love 

TE 2-2

The Bible is God’s Word.

Take Note:
Beach balls are easily available and cheap in 
stores with the summer season. Buy them 
when on sale to use throughout the year.

TE 2-9

TE 2-10
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mercy, show mercy, and love to show mercy to others. God wants 
them to walk humbly which they should be able to do if they would 
remember who God is and how He has treated them so well!

DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Please tell the court who has brought on this 
trouble to God’s people.

MICAH: They cannot blame God for their trouble or coming judg-
ment. Their sin caused their trouble. God saw their dishonesty, 
cheating, and violence. Is this how they want to be treated?

DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Is this all God’s people are accused of?

MICAH: Even though God has been so good to them, they have dis-
honored His name in how they treat others and worship other gods.

DEFENSE ATTORNEY: Wait a minute! It was King Ahab who had 
idols, so they did what the king and his family did. They followed 
them in the worship of idols.

MICAH: God declares His people guilty, and judgment will come.

Use the gavel to signal the end of the court session.

TEACHER: The court is no longer in session. Micah has spoken for 
God, and the matter is settled. We thank the jury for listening, but 
God is the judge giving Him the final say.

Have the students thank the two people for participating in the 
drama.

Items Needed: TE 2-11
 Crayons

Before class, copy TE 2-11 so each student will have one. We know 
very little about the prophet Micah except he was from the town 
of Moresheth, which was about 25 miles southwest of Jerusalem. 
He was a prophet during the reign of Kings Ahab, Jotham, and 
Hezekiah (Micah 1:1).

Distribute TE 2-11 and crayons and allow the students to color the 
letter M and the picture of Micah.

Items Needed: TE 2-12
 TE 2-22
 Baseball or softball

Notes

TE 2-11
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Notes As mentioned in last week’s lesson, each week will have a relatable 
story to coincide with the lesson. Listen to this story of some choices 
two brothers made. Read the story from TE 2-12.

What is the problem with what C.J. and John did? Encourage 
response. How do you think their choices could affect their relation-
ship with Mrs. Kay? Encourage response. Who else might it have 
affected besides Mrs. Kay? Encourage response.

Read or choose a student to read Luke 6:31 aloud. What does God 
say about treating others the way we would like to be treated? 
Encourage response. Jesus told His followers to treat others like 
they would want to be treated. What are some choices C.J. and 
John could have made that would have changed the outcome? 
Encourage response.

Read or choose a student to read Luke 6:38 aloud. Jesus taught His 
followers you can never give too much to God. Many people think 
this verse refers to money (you can’t out-give God), but in looking at 
the verses before and after this, it can also mean blessings, love, and 
other good things. Notice the ending of the verse when Jesus said 
the measure you use, will be measured back to you. That is similar 
to what Jesus said in a few verses before that in Luke 6:31. What 
are some ways C.J. and John could have showed a giving spirit to 
Mrs. Kay the way they would want to receive it back? Encourage 
response.

Last week we discussed what the beginning words of Micah 6:8 
meant. These commands were not suggestions, but they were 
requirements from God. Display TE 2-22 and review the applica-
tion verse with the students by saying it together. Let’s focus on 
the first requirement. What does it mean to do justly or do justice? 
Encourage response. It means to treat others fairly or as we have 
been learned today—to treat others as you would like to be treated. 
Say the verse together two or more times as a review. Then divide 
the class into two teams and consider allowing the students to name 
their team. Do a simple coin toss to see who starts the game. You will 
always hold onto the baseball and just point it in the direction of the 
team who won the coin toss to say the first word of the application 
verse. Then use the baseball to point to the other team to say the 
second word. Continue going back and forth until the verse (includ-
ing the reference) has been said. Allow the students to refer to TE 
2-22 as a guide. Repeat the activity allowing the second team to go 
first this time.

Items Needed: TE 2-1
 TE 2-1b
 Field Notes ST-2
 Crayons

Before class, copy Field Notes ST-2 so each student will have one. 
Display TE 2-1 and add TE 2-1b to it. This week you learned to treat 
others as you would like to be treated. How we treat others matters 
to God. We’ve learned from Micah 6 how God’s people were found 

TE 2-12

TE 2-1b

TE 2-1

TE 2-22

Application 
Verse 
Poster



guilty of not doing what God required. They wrongly treated each 
other with lies, cheating, and violence and God judged them for 
their sin. We’ve looked at how C.J. and John wronged Mrs. Kay by 
not only cheating her by doing only half the job, but they also lied 
to her that they had finished doing all she had asked and paid them 
to do. God saw the actions of His people and He sees our actions. If 
you are not sure about how to treat others in a particular situation, 
stop and think about how you would want to be treated. Have the 
students make a stopping sign with their hand when saying the word 
stop, and then point to their heads when saying the work think. Say 
the phrase several times while doing the motions. Distribute Field 
Notes ST-2 and crayons to the students. Allow them to color the stop 
sign and the thought bubble. What are some ways you like to be 
treated and how can we use those ways to treat others? Encourage 
response. For example, if you like it when others listen to you, we 
can remember to be a good listener to others. Allow time for the 
students to share different ways and discuss how to treat others in 
that way. Then have students refer to the Next Step section on their 
Field Notes. Your Next Step is to stop and think about how you can  
treat others how you would like to be treated.
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Field Notes ST-2

Field Notes ST-2

Are you making a Home Connection with your kids? Home Connection 
is a FREE download that gives parents a simple way to practice faith at 
home by providing:

•  A weekly Bible passage to read together as a family
•  Suggestions to help you pray together as a family
•  Suggested activities to do as a family to put your faith in action

It’s a great tool for parents who want to pass their faith on to their children!

Also, if your church uses D6 Curriculum, Home Connection will let you know exactly what each 
member of the family is learning in small group, Life group, or Sunday School each week. Try 
it this week by downloading it at: www.D6home.com.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

We have discussed the reality of conflict and disagreement as well 
as the significance of treating others with godly care and justice. 
Today’s lesson focuses on forgiveness and the importance of rely-
ing on God’s justice above our own. God’s very nature is caring 
and loving; therefore, we must follow His example of forgiveness.

As we focus on four specific characteristics of God in our lesson 
today, I pray we are reminded of who our God is and encouraged 
to live in a way that pleases Him. God is good. He has no evil, and 
He lavishes undeserving kindness and grace on His children (Na-
hum 1:7). God is a jealous God. This can often be misconstrued 
as a negative quality, but God’s jealousy is based on His love for 
us and His desire for our worship, which He so rightly deserves.

God is just. God is righteous and slow to anger, but He also pro-
vides punishment when necessary (Nahum 1:3). Scripture tells us 
the mountains quake, the hills melt away, and the earth trembles 
in God’s presence (Nahum 1:5-6). This confirms that our God is 
powerful. We must trust in our God and follow His example in 
godly forgiveness.

Special Topic
Lesson 3
July 19, 2020

Forgive Others
TEXT: Nahum 1:1-15

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  Nahum spoke God’s words of comfort to God’s people 

when their enemies were attacking them.
 Think:  God is good, jealous, just, and powerful.
 Do:  Forgive others by trusting God to handle the situation.

APPLICATION VERSE: Micah 6:8

THEME: Rely on God’s Justice

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q	Teddy bear

q	Music

q	Timer

Option 2

q	TE 2-13

q	Cardstock

q	Crayons

LEARN
q	TE 2-14

q	TE 2-15

q	Field Notes ST-3

q	Crayons

q	Whiteboard and marker

EXPLORE
q	TE 2-16

q	Crayons

APPLY
q	TE 2-17

q	TE 2-22

q	TE 2-23

RESPOND
q	TE 2-1

q	TE 2-1c

q	Field Notes ST-3

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Nahum 1:1-5

Day 2—Nahum 1:6-11

Day 3—Nahum 1:12-13

Day 4—Nahum 1:14

Day 5—Nahum 1:15

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed:  Teddy bear (or other item used for comfort such as a 
blanket)

 Music (that can be stopped and started)
 Timer (cell phone timer works well too)

Explain to the students they are going to play hot potato with a teddy 
bear. Ask the students to sit or stand in a circle. Give the teddy bear 
to one student who will pass it to the person on his or her right and 
continue doing so around the circle until the music stops. Set the 
timer for different amounts of time, usually about 15-20 seconds. 
When the timer goes off, stop the music. The student holding the 
teddy bear has to say: God Cares two times. If you don’t have a timer, 
turn your back to the students. Randomly turn back around to catch 
the person with the teddy bear.

After several rounds, collect the teddy bear and talk about what gives 
us comfort.

When you feel upset or sad, what brings you comfort or makes you 
feel better? Encourage response. What are some things that make 
you upset? Encourage response. Listen carefully to their answers. 
How does it make you feel when others are mean or don’t include 
you? Encourage response. When others mistreat us, we feel hurt, 
sad, or even mad. This happened to God’s people in a really bad way, 
but God cared about them and sent a message of comfort through 
a prophet named Nahum. Listen carefully to learn how God gives us 
words of comfort.

Option 2

Items Needed: TE 2-13
 Cardstock
 Crayons

Before class, copy TE 2-13 on cardstock so each student will have one. 
Distribute TE 2-13 and crayons to the students as they enter the class, 
and have them color the different sections. What are some things 
that others do that hurt your feelings or makes you sad? Encourage 
response. What are things that make you angry? Encourage 
response. When others hurt us, we usually have bad feelings inside 
us. Sometimes if it’s not something too big, we can forget about 
it, but many times we carry those bad feelings around with us. Do 
you think that’s a good thing or a bad thing? Encourage response. 
Instead of carrying those feelings around with us, which can lead to 
bitterness and resentment, we should choose to forgive the person. 
What does it mean to forgive others? Encourage response. Forgiving 
means you are giving up the right to get them back for what they 
did to you. You are choosing to rely on God to deal with people who 
hurt you. He knows best what to do. We can rely on God because 
He will do the right thing. Today we are going to learn God’s people 
were being hurt by a group of people called the Assyrians. God saw 
what was happening and He said He would punish the Assyrians for 

Notes

TE 2-13
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the way they were treating His people. It matters to God how people 
treat others. Today we’ll learn how important it is to forgive others 
and why we can trust God to handle it.

Items Needed: TE 2-14—TE 2-15
 Field Notes ST-3
 Crayons
 Whiteboard and marker

Before class, copy Field Notes ST-3 so each student will have one. 
Also, cut apart the pieces from TE 2-15. Today’s lesson is from the 
Old Testament book of Nahum. Give the students time to find the 
book of Nahum in the Bible. If needed, show the students how to 
use the index.

Display TE 2-14. Nahum was a prophet who spoke God’s mes-
sage of comfort to His people in Judah. The name Nahum actually 
means comfort. The Assyrians were wicked people with a terrible 
reputation of burning homes, destroying cities, stealing, and kill-
ing children. God saw what the Assyrians had done to His people, 
and He was angry. Let’s look at four things about God that can give 
comfort to anyone who is being attacked, bullied, or hurt by others. 
Distribute Field Notes ST-3 and crayons to the students. Have them 
color the outer circles on their Field Notes as you discuss these four 
truths about God with the students.

What is our God like? Read Nahum 1:7 aloud to the class and write 
God is good on the board. What does it mean that God is good? 
Encourage response. A good God has no evil. He wants to be close 
to His children and wants them to run to Him when trouble comes. 
God treats us with such kindness even though we do not deserve to 
be treated in such a loving way, we should be thankful God is good. 
God loving us when we don’t deserve it is called grace. God told 
the people that even though they were in a hard time now, one day 
they would be able to celebrate again (Nahum 1:15). God is always 
working out a good plan for those who love Him.

Read Nahum 1:1 aloud to the class and write God is jealous on the 
board. What does it mean that God is jealous? Encourage response. 
God’s jealousy is not like our feelings because someone got what 
we wanted. God’s jealousy is based on love because He loves us so 
much. Assyria had mistreated God’s people, and God finally said it 
was enough. God cares, and He will take vengeance on those who 
oppose Him and His people.

Read Nahum 1:3 aloud to the class and write God is just on the 
board. Why is it a good thing that God is just or consistent in doing 
what is right? Encourage response. God will always do what is right. 
He is slow to get angry, but He will not let the guilty go unpunished. 
Do not be fooled—disobedience to God brings bad results. It may 
not happen right away, but God will judge and punish those who 
will not confess and turn away from their sin. Even though we don’t 
always see all that happened, God sees everything. We can rely on 

TE 2-14

Field Notes ST-3

God’s judgment on sin reminds 
us that sin brought death and 
destruction into the world.

TE 2-15
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the truth that God is just, and in His timing, He will judge the guilty. 
No one can fight against God and win. Repeat that phrase with me: 
No one can fight against God and win.

Read Nahum 1:5-6 aloud to the class and write God is powerful on 
the board. How do these verses describe God’s power? Encourage 
response. In His presence the mountains quake, the hills melt away, 
the earth trembles, and its people are destroyed. Who can stand 
before His fierce anger or survive His burning fury? His rage blazes 
forth like fire, and the mountains crumble to dust in His presence. 
Wow! God is powerful enough to create the universe, and He is 
powerful enough to control it. He will punish those who do wrong.

All of these things about God—He is good, jealous, just, and power-
ful—must have comforted God’s people when their enemies were 
attacking them. It can also comfort us when we are treated wrongly. 
It matters to God how people treat one another. God loves His cre-
ation and will judge those who sin and wrong others.

Place the green pieces from TE 2-15 so the students can see them. 
Place the yellow pieces around the green ones. Allow the students to 
choose a green piece for you to read aloud. Read the options given 
on the yellow pieces and allow the students to tell you which one 
corresponds to the chosen green piece. Allow another student to 
choose the next green piece and repeat the activity. Continue until all 
of the pieces are matched up.

Items Needed: TE 2-16
 Crayons

Before class, copy TE 2-16 so each student will have one. In the book 
of Jonah, the prophet warned the people of Nineveh to repent of 
their wickedness. Jonah told the people that the Lord is a gracious 
and merciful God and the people repented and turned toward God. 
But as the years passed, the people returned to their idolatry. God, 
through Nahum, said the city of Nineveh would be destroyed and 
it was. The doom of the city was delayed one hundred and seventy 
years, but the destruction of Nineveh was complete. Just as Nahum 
predicted, God would use an over-flowing flood (Nahum 1:8; 2:6), 
and God made a full end of that city. Distribute TE 2-16 and crayons 
to the students. Allow time for them to color the letter N and the 
picture of Nahum.

Items Needed: TE 2-17
 TE 2-22—TE 2-23

Before class, cut apart the strips from TE 2-23. Read the story from 
TE 2-17 aloud to the students to help them understand what Sarah 
really needs.

Notes

TE 2-16

Take Note:
God did dig Nineveh’s grave so that every 
trace of its existence disappeared for ages. 
(Nahum 1:14) Excavations continue to con-
firm the truth of God’s Word.

Nahum/Comfort

Prophet/Messenger of God

Message/Message of Comfort

God’s Children/People of Judah

Assyrians/Wicked people

TE 2-17
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Do you think getting revenge will solve Sarah’s problem? Encourage 
response. What are some other solutions to Sarah’s problem? 
Encourage response. Read Romans 12:17-19 aloud to the students. 
What are some things you shouldn’t do? Encourage response. What 
are some things we should do? Encourage response. It’s hard to for-
give people. It’s hard to not want to get revenge on them. We want 
to hurt them as much as they hurt us. It matters to God how we 
treat others. Treating others in a right way can give us peace, and 
we won’t be trapped with bitter, angry feelings.

Display TE 2-22 and review the application verse with the students. 
What are the three things God wants from us? Encourage response. 
Last week we learned on what it meant to do justly or justice. Do 
any of you remember what that means? Encourage response. It 
means to treat others fairly or as we would like to be treated. Today 
we will focus on the next requirement—showing mercy. Do any of 
you know what mercy is? Encourage response. Mercy is not get-
ting a deserved punishment. Has anyone ever given you mercy? 
Encourage response. Instead of punishment for our sins God gives 
us mercy. We should forgive others because God has been so kind 
and merciful to us. Rather than trying to get revenge on others who 
hurts us, we need to leave that to God. He is wiser than any of us 
and knows the best way to deal with people. None of us are perfect 
and we probably have intentionally hurt someone at some point in 
our lives. We are to obey God’s Word and show mercy to others.

Distribute the strips from TE 2-23 and help the students stand in 
the correct order of the words of the verse. Say the verse together 
and point to the different words on the strip as you do so. Then say 
the verse again, but this time, have the student who is holding the 
strip with the words hold it above his or her head. You may need to 
point to the student as you say the words. Redistribute the strips and 
repeat the activity so each student will have a turn.

Items Needed: TE 2-1
 TE 2-1c
 Field Notes ST-3

Have the students stand on one side of the room. Stand several feet 
away from the students. Explain to the students that you are going to 
read a statement. If the statement is true for them, they should take a 
step toward you. The students are to do that for each statement that 
is true for them.

• If anyone has ever made fun of you, take a step forward.
• If anyone has ever laughed at you, take a step forward.
•  If anyone has ever teased you because you were a Christian, take 

a step forward.
• If anyone has ever told a lie about you, take a step forward.
• If you have ever felt left out, take a step forward.
• If anyone has ever hurt your feelings, take a step forward.
• If anyone has ever been mean to you, take a step forward.
• If anyone has ever said, “I hate you” to you, take a step forward.

Take Note:
There is not one answer on how to handle 
those who hurt us. It is also right to tell them 
to talk to an adult who can speak into the situ-
ation more clearly. Many kids are hesitant to 
tell their parents when they are being bullied 
because they are afraid of what the parent 
might do.

TE 2-22

Application 
Verse 
Poster

TE 2-23

Application 
Verse 

Activity
Pieces



By now the students should either be where you are or have stepped 
past you. When people treat you wrong, it is easy to let those hurt 
feelings stay inside you. What can you do with them? You have two 
choices. You can choose to hold onto your bad feelings and carry 
them around with you all the time or you can choose to let your feel-
ings go. Is that easy to do? Encourage response. Of course it’s not. 
This month we’ve talked about how God wants us to treat others. 
Display TE 2-1 and refer to TE 2-1a and TE 2-1b. Today’s instructions 
might be the hardest of all to do. Add TE 2-1c to TE 2-1. God wants 
us to forgive others. It’s difficult to forgive someone who has hurt us 
because we can’t forget what that person did. Forgiveness begins by 
letting God take care of the situation. What will happen if you keep 
thinking about that hurt every day? Encourage response. It ends up 
hurting you more than it does the person who hurt you. Forgiving 
that person does not mean what that person did was right. Forgiving 
also does not mean you weren’t hurt badly. Mean words and actions 
hurt badly. However, forgiving does mean you are giving up the 
right to punish or trying to get back at the person back for what he 
or she did to you. You fully rely on God to deal with people who hurt 
others. He knows best what to do. We can rely on God because He 
will do the right thing. You may not see it right away, but know God 
sees and will punish those who hurt His children. Have the students 
refer to the Next Step section on their Field Notes. Your Next Step is 
to forgive others by trusting God to handle the situation. Close with 
a quiet time of prayer and ask students to pray silently if they need to 
forgive someone. Give them the option of talking with another adult 
in the room, if they would like to talk and pray more.
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TE 2-1

TE 2-1c

Field Notes ST-3

Splink is a simple way to link your family together spiritually. Through 
FREE weekly emails packed with ideas, Splink helps you and your fam-
ily engage in conversation. Whether it’s making memories or having fun 
together, Splink allows you to capture those teachable moments to im-
press spiritual truths and life lessons on your kids. No matter where you 
are, there’s always time to Splink!

Sign up for Splink at D6family.com/Splink.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

The Israelites were known for neglecting God and for their 
mixed-up priorities. Just as they neglected to do the things 
important to God, we get distracted and struggle with lack of 
focus as well. Scripture instructs us to set our priorities as lov-
ing God first and loving others as we love ourselves (Matthew 
22:39). Loving God must be our first and most important prior-
ity, but it is not necessarily our easiest (Luke 13:24).

Jesus’ love for God was often displayed in hardships and sor-
row, and ultimately a horrible death on the cross. Christ’s death 
on the cross traded our sinfulness for His righteousness. God 
made a way for us to live a righteous life as a new creation in 
Him (2 Corinthians 5:17). The only way we can be successful at 
putting God first is by trusting fully in His promise of forgive-
ness (1 John 4:10).

Obedience, service, and prayer characterized Jesus’ life, and 
we must try to live as He lived (1 John 2:6). The life of a Chris-
tian is a moment-by-moment service to God that is based first 
on our love for Him and then for His people. True joy comes 
from putting God first as we serve Him and live for Him with all 
of our heart, soul, and strength.

Special Topic
Lesson 4
July 26, 2020

Make Right 
Priorities
TEXT: Haggai 1:1-15

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  Through Haggai, God reminded the Jewish people to 

make Him a priority in their lives.
 Think:   Loving God and loving others should be a priority in our 

lives.
 Do:  Put God and others first in order to experience real joy.

APPLICATION VERSE: Micah 6:8

THEME: Put God First

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
LEARN
q	TE 2-18

q	TE 2-19

EXPLORE
q	TE 2-20

q	Crayons

APPLY
q	TE 2-21

q	TE 2-22

q	TE 2-23

RESPOND
q	TE 2-1

q	TE 2-1d

q	Field Notes ST-4

q	Crayons

q	Pencils

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Haggai 1:3

Day 2—Haggai 1:4-6

Day 3—Haggai 1:7-11

Day 4—Haggai 1:12

Day 5—Haggai 1:13-15

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Have you ever had a day that you seemed to get everything back-
wards? That makes for a mixed up kind of day. Let’s see what that 
would be like. Below is a list of options of things to do backwards. 
Pick and choose the ones feasible for your class setting. You can 
even repeat their favorite tasks as time permits.

Walk backwards to the water fountain.

Walk backgrounds around the room (or take five steps backwards).

Say this phrase backwards: Welcome to Sunday School class! (Class 
School Sunday to welcome!)

Clap with your hands backwards. (Use the back of your hands to 
clap.)

Thumb through your Bible backwards.

Count to ten backwards. (10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1)

We sometimes think if we do whatever we want, we will be happy. 
But that is backwards thinking. Someone who gets everything they 
want can be very spoiled. If you get to go first every time, you will 
think you deserve to be first. If your parents spend all their extra 
money on you, you will probably pitch a fit if you don’t get every-
thing you want. If you never think of what others want, you prob-
ably won’t have many friends. The way to have joy is to put God first 
and others second. Then you will know the best way to live and get 
along with others. Today we are going to learn about putting our 
priorities in the right order. Do any of you know what a priority is? 
Encourage response. A priority is what you think is most important. 
If your priority is you, then you need to make changes. In our lesson, 
we are going to learn how God’s people made changes in their lives 
once they realized they had their priorities in the wrong order.

Option 2

Review some of the ways we’ve discussed this month on how to 
have good relationships with others and how to care about others. 
Line up all the students on one side of the room and clear a pathway 
for students to move from one side of the room to the other. (If you 
can go to a large open space, even outside, that would be great.) 
Read the following list and ask the students to decide if this is a good 
or bad way to treat others. If it is a good way, invite the students to 
take a step forward. If it is not, they must take a step backward.

List of good and bad ways to treat others:

• You made a card for your grandma and visited the nursing home.
• You listened as your friend told you about his soccer game.
• You joined in and made fun of someone.
• You paid attention when your teacher was talking.

Notes
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• You lied to your friend.
• You cheated because you didn’t want to lose.
•  You spent your allowance money to buy school supplies for kids 

who need them.
• You forgave your friend.
• You invited a new kid to join your team at recess.
•  You prayed for the kids in the orphanage who don’t have a mom 

or dad.
• You ignored a friend who dropped his papers.
• You volunteered to pick up trash around the neighborhood.
• You shared your lunch when a classmate forgot hers.
• You yelled at and called your friend a mean name.
• You smiled and treated younger kids nicely.

Did you go forward or backward more? Encourage response. 
Hopefully, we are learning how to get along with others. God says 
we should love others like He has loved us. When we love others, 
we will treat them with kindness and respect. But just as we moved 
forward in the game some times, so it is with our relationships. 
Sometimes we are kind and treat others the way we want to be 
treated. Other times, we get it wrong and treat others in a mean 
way. Today we’ll learn more about the best way to move forward 
with kindness and love.

Items Needed: TE 2-18—TE 2-19

Cut apart the cards from TE 2-19. Display TE 2-18. Today we are 
going to learn about the message God gave to the Jews through 
the prophet, Haggai. The Jews had returned to their homeland to 
rebuild the Temple in Jerusalem, but they were discouraged. Read 
the dates from TE 2-19 aloud as you display each card. Display TE 
2-19a. God chose Abram to be the father of a great nation, while he 
had no children. God told him to leave his home in Ur and changed 
his name to Abraham. God saw Abraham was a faithful man, so He 
made a covenant, or promise, to give him and his descendants a 
special land.

Display TE 2-19b. Abraham’s descendants, the Israelites, were 
slaves in Egypt. God heard their cries for help and sent ten plagues 
until the Pharaoh finally freed them. Moses led God’s people to the 
Promised Land where they could love and serve God.

Do any of you remember if the Israelites loved and served God? 
Encourage response. Display TE 2-19c. No, they chose to go against 
God’s commands and worshiped idols, breaking the very first com-
mandment God had given them. For hundreds of years, God sent 
prophets to warn the people to stop sinning and follow His way, 
but God’s people refused to listen and follow His will. They wanted 
their own way!

Display TE 2-19d. God loved His people, so He had to get their atten-
tion. This time their punishment would come when He allowed King 
Nebuchadnezzar to conquer them and take them away from their 
homes in Jerusalem. Nebuchadnezzar’s army burned the city and 

Notes

TE 2-18

God worked through the nation 
of Israel to bring the Messiah 
because God offers salvation 
and forgiveness of sin through 
faith in Jesus Christ.

TE 2-19
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destroyed their beloved Temple. It was horrible. Words cannot even 
describe the sadness the people felt. God had told them that they 
would live in captivity, but He promised to bring them back to their 
homeland.

Display TE 2-19e. A new king, King Cyrus of Persia, took over the 
country and announced that all Jews could return to their homes 
in Jerusalem. Not only did he give his permission, he suggested 
for others to give them silver, gold, and supplies for the journey, as 
well as animals and other offerings for the Temple. King Cyrus even 
gave them valuable gold and silver and thousands of items King 
Nebuchadnezzar had taken from the Temple.

Display TE 2-19f. Zerubbabel was the main leader of this group of 
God’s people. There were 42,360 people, in addition to 7,337 ser-
vants and 200 singers. They took with them 736 horses, 245 mules, 
435 camels, and 6,720 donkeys and traveled back to Jerusalem. In 
early autumn, the Jews who had returned gathered in Jerusalem. 
Zerubabbel, Joshua and his brothers, and the priests began working 
on the altar so they could offer sacrifices to God. These people were 
so happy to be back in their homeland that they brought offerings to 
God. The Jews knew God brought them back to their country, and 
they were thankful. They wanted to see the Temple rebuilt. In the 
second month of the second year that they were back, Zerubbabel 
and Joshua led the people to lay the foundation for the Temple. 
All the Levites who were 20 years or older were put in charge. For 
two years they worked on the Temple, but the enemies of the Jews 
wanted to stop the work. And they did stop it and for sixteen long 
years, God’s Temple lay in ruins.

Display TE 2-19g. God sent a message through His prophet, Haggai. 
The people had returned to rebuild the Temple, but they became 
distracted by other things. The people went about their own busi-
ness—building their houses and doing things that mattered to 
them. Haggai called the people back to what should be first in their 
lives: God. Some of the trouble they were having—not enough food, 
clothing, or shelters—was because they neglected to put God first. 
They had fancy houses when God’s own house—the Temple—was 
a pile of rubble. Haggai reminded the people God must come first 
before anything else. The good news is God’s people listened to 
Haggai’s message. Zerubbabel and Joshua gathered the people 
again and started work on the Temple.

Display TE 2-19h. Finally, after four years of hard work, the Temple 
in Jerusalem was finished. The people, the priests, and the Levites, 
dedicated the Temple to God with a grand celebration (Ezra 6:16). 
They offered sacrifices to God and praised Him for His help.

Item Needed: TE 2-20
 Crayons

Before class, copy TE 2-20 so each student will have one. God sent 
Haggai as His messenger to remind the people to make Him a prior-
ity in their lives. That message is for us too. Remember, priorities are 

Notes
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things that are important to us. The way we can tell if something is a 
priority is the time we spend doing things. Some things that are pri-
orities to us may be similar to everyone your age, while others will 
be different. As we grow older some of our priorities will change. 
However, one thing that should always be a priority in our lives no 
matter our age is our relationship with God. Distribute TE 2-20 and 
crayons to the students. Allow time for them to color the letter H and 
the picture of Haggai.

Items Needed: TE 2-21—TE 2-23

Before class, cut apart the strips from TE 2-23. Read the story from 
TE 2-21 aloud to the students and encourage them to listen carefully 
to C.J.’s priorities. What are your thoughts about C.J.’s priorities? 
Encourage response. Read Matthew 6:33 and 22:37-39 aloud. What 
does God say about making right priorities? Encourage response. 
Setting good priorities can help us decide what is best each day. 
Putting God and others (in that order) before you is God’s plan.

Display TE 2-22 and review the application verse with the students 
by saying it together. This month in our application verse we have 
learned three things God wants us to do. Do any of you remember 
what they are? Encourage response. We have learned He wants 
us to do justly or justice and love mercy and kindness. Today let’s 
focus on the last part—walk humbly with God. What do you think 
it means to walk with God? Encourage response. Ask for two volun-
teers to come to the front of the class. Separately and so the other 
one cannot hear you, ask the students to walk around the class 
however he or she would like. Were both students going the same 
direction? Encourage response. To walk with God, we need to follow 
His way. Did the two students walk close to one another? Encourage 
response. To walk with someone, you need to be close enough to 
listen and talk with each other. To walk with God, we need to listen 
to Him and talk with Him. What do you do when you walk with a 
friend? Do you share your feelings or help each other out? Encourage 
response. The Bible compares walking with God to being close to 
Him. When we are close to someone, we listen and talk to him or 
her. We share our feelings and help each other. We should have that 
same relationship with God. What do you think it means to walk 
humbly? Encourage response. It means you recognize your need for 
God. You don’t know the best way to live and you need Someone 
wise—God—to guide you. A humble person reads the Bible so he or 
she can get to know God better. God made us and knows the best 
way for each of us to go. We want to walk closely so we can listen 
and obey Him. Place the pieces from TE 2-23 in the correct order 
of the verse so the students can see them. Say the verse together. 
Choose a student to turn over one of the strips, and repeat the verse. 
Choose another student to turn over another strip and say the verse. 
Continue until all of the strips are facedown.

TE 2-20

TE 2-21

TE 2-22

Application 
Verse 
Poster

TE 2-23

Application 
Verse 

Activity
Pieces



Items Needed: TE 2-1
 TE 2-1d
 Field Notes ST-4
 Crayons

Before class, copy Field Notes ST-4 so each student will have one. 
Display TE 2-1 and add TE 2-1d. Today we learned we are to make 
right priorities. What are your top priorities? Is it to do everything 
you want? Encourage response. What did we learn the Bible says 
should be our top priorities? Encourage response and refer to 
Matthew 22:37-39 again. Love God first and love your neighbor as 
you love yourself. What do you think it means to love God with all 
your heart, soul, and mind? Encourage response. Putting Jesus first 
and following God’s words will bring you the most joy. God made 
you and knows what will make you the joyful. Get as close to Him 
as you can. Love Him with all your heart. Spend time with Him and 
do what He asks.

Second, love others. Thinking about others will actually make you 
happier. What are some ways to love others this week? Encourage 
response. Balancing time with God, helping others, schoolwork, 
sports, chores, church activities, and other activities can be hard to 
figure out some weeks. But we must do the most important things 
first. Then we can figure out how to do other important things. Do 
you think you can make loving God and love others your top priori-
ties? Encourage response. Distribute Field Notes ST-4 and crayons 
to the students. Allow time for the students to color the words and 
the hearts. Encourage the students to display their Field Notes some-
where they will see it often as a reminder to keep their priorities in 
the right order.

Just as the people changed their priorities when Haggai gave them 
God’s message, there is always a choice when we hear God’s mes-
sage. They had been completely focused on themselves and neglect-
ed God and His house. It is easy for us to neglect God and others 
when we spend all our time and money on ourselves. Have the 
students refer to the Next Step section on the Field Notes. Your Next 
Step is to put God and others first in order to experience real joy.
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TE 2-1d

Field Notes ST-4

Field Notes ST-4

Are you on Facebook? Join the D6 Curriculum Teachers group, a place of 
community for you to share stories, ask questions, get advice, and engage in 
conversations with other D6 curriculum teachers.

TE 2-1
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

As we begin our study from the book of Daniel, we will look closely at 
Daniel and his godly characteristics starting with self-discipline. Self-
discipline is making the right choice no matter how you feel and no 
matter what others choose to do.

Daniel loved and served the one, true God. Even as a young man 
he knew what he believed, and he was not afraid to stand up for 
those beliefs in order to keep himself pure. Without self-discipline, 
our spiritual walk is hindered, and we would be more likely to give in 
to temptation as well (1 Corinthians 7:5).

Self-discipline is a work of the Holy Spirit (Romans 8:9). The Holy 
Spirit’s presence provides believers with the power and the ability 
to exercise self-discipline (2 Timothy 1:7). Self-discipline is a gift of 
grace from God. What a blessing it is to know the Holy Spirit helps us 
respond in obedience with self-discipline!

Old Testament
Lesson 1
August 2, 2020

I Can Have 
Self-Discipline
TEXT: Daniel 1:1-21

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  Daniel and his friends showed self-discipline when they 

obeyed God’s laws.
 Think:   Self-discipline is when we make ourselves do what we 

know is right.
 Do:   Choose to make right choices so others will see God living 

in you.

APPLICATION VERSE: Proverbs 20:11

THEME: Choosing Right in an Ungodly Culture

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q	TE 3-2

Option 2

q	Musical instruments

q	Baton or drumstick

LEARN
q	TE 3-3

q	TE 3-4

q	TE 3-5

EXPLORE
q	TE 3-1a

q	Field Notes OT-1

APPLY
q	TE 3-25

q	Eight paper plates

q	Marker

q	Beanbag

q	Painter’s tape

RESPOND
q	Field Notes OT-1

q	Crayons

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Daniel 1:1-4

Day 2—Daniel 1:5-7

Day 3—Daniel 1:8-13

Day 4—Daniel 1:14-16

Day 5—Daniel 1:17-20

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: TE 3-2

Before class, cut apart the cards from TE 3-2. Choose a student to 
select a card from TE 3-2 and act out the actions of the animal for the 
other students to guess. Allow the student who correctly guessed 
the animal, choose the next card to act out the animal on his or her 
card. Another option is to just ask for another volunteer to act out the 
next card. Continue until all the animals have been acted out. Just as 
you were able to guess the animals by their actions, others can tell 
a lot about us by our actions. Today we’re going to begin learning 
about a man in the Bible named Daniel who was taken away from 
his family. Even though Daniel was far away from his parents, he 
still made good choices to honor God. We can make good choices 
like Daniel too.

Option 2

Items Needed:  Musical instruments (maracas, bells, drums, shakers, 
whatever is available)

 Baton or drumstick (optional)

To introduce the characteristic of self-discipline, invite students to 
play in your “orchestra.” Explain that students must watch you and 
only play when you move your baton. When the baton is still, they 
must keep their instrument quiet. Practice a few times with them 
starting and stopping. Then tell them they must play quickly when 
the baton moves quickly and reduce their tempo when the baton 
slows down.

To get students moving, invite them to walk in place quickly accord-
ing to the fast movement of the baton, to walk slowly according to 
the slow movement of the baton, and to freeze when the baton stops. 
Gather the instruments.

It was hard to stop playing when I made the baton stop. But if every-
one played when they wanted, the music wouldn’t sound as pretty. 
You made the choice to obey me. Today we are going to learn about 
some Hebrew men who had to make an important decision that 
wasn’t easy.

Items Needed: TE 3-3—TE 3-5

This month we are going to be studying the book of Daniel from 
the Old Testament. Display TE 3-3. Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach, 
and Abednego were taken captive by the king of Babylon, King 
Nebuchadnezzar. Say his name after me. Allow the students to 
repeat the king’s name after you. The king wanted the young men to 

Notes

TE 3-2

Daniel and his friends learned 
to trust God and stand for the 
truth at home demonstrating 
God established the home to 
make disciples and transfer 
the faith.

TE 3-3
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work for him. Display TE 3-4 and point to the different pictures. The 
king provided food (meat and wine) from his own table. But Daniel 
and his friends knew the king’s food was shared with false gods, 
and they only worshiped the one, true God. So Daniel asked the 
man in charge if he and his friends could eat vegetables and water 
instead. The man in charge was afraid the king would be angry with 
him if they weren’t as strong as the other young men. But Daniel 
asked the man in charge to let them eat only vegetables and drink 
only water for ten days to see how they would do, and the man in 
charge agreed. Display TE 3-5. At the end of the ten days, Daniel and 
his friends were stronger and healthier than all the other men. The 
king chose them to be some of his wise men. The choices Daniel and 
his friends demonstrated showed others they were followers of the 
one, true God. They remained true to Him even though they were 
far from their families and home. Daniel and his friends knew what 
they believed, and they were not afraid to stand up for it. They kept 
their hearts and bodies pure. God blessed their choices by giving 
them strength, wisdom, and favor with the king.

Daniel and his friends are an example to us of what a follower of God 
should do. In the next few weeks we will see how Daniel did great 
things for God and how God rewarded Daniel for his wise choices.

Items Needed: TE 3-1a
 Field Notes OT-1

Before class, copy Field Notes OT-1 for each student. Distribute Field 
Notes OT-1 to the students. Have them look at the word self-disci-
plined and the definition at the top of the page. Do any of you know 
what it means to be self-disciplined? Encourage response. You may 
have heard the word discipline before. Your parents discipline you at 
times. They are in charge of you and teach you how to live for Jesus. 
Display TE 3-1a. To be self-disciplined means we make ourselves 
do what we know is right. You do the right thing even when your 
parents aren’t watching. You do your work when your teacher steps 
out of the room. You do the right thing even when no one is around.

Did Daniel and his friends have self-discipline? Encourage response. 
Yes, they had self-discipline. They knew God’s rules, and they want-
ed to obey God.

Do you think it was easy for Daniel and his friends to stand against 
what everyone else was doing and ask for vegetables and water? 
Encourage response. No, it wasn’t easy. It would have been easier 
for them to just go along with what the other young men were 
doing. Is it easier to eat candy or vegetables? Encourage response. 
Is it easy to sit on the couch every day or exercise? Encourage 
response. Is it easier to do our homework or watch TV? Encourage 
response. It is not always easy to do what is right, but it’s the choice 
we should make.

TE 3-1a

Field Notes OT-1

TE 3-4

TE 3-5
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Items Needed: TE 3-25
 Eight paper plates
 Marker
 Beanbag (see sidebar)
 Painter’s tape (optional)

Before class, divide the application verse into eight sections, and 
use the marker to write the words from each section onto the paper 
plates. This month, we are going to learn a Bible verse to help us 
learn how important it is to do what is right and pure. Display TE 
3-25 and introduce the verse to the students by reading it to them 
and having the students repeat it after you several times.

Listen to the following situations and think about what the right 
thing to do is in each one.

Gabe’s mom said, “I want you to put all the books and toys away 
before you do anything else.” At first, Gabe was on a roll, but then 
he found a video game under his bed that he hadn’t played in so 
long. He thought he could just play for a little bit and then finish 
cleaning up his room. What is the right thing to do? Encourage 
response.

Elise’s Sunday School teacher challenged them to spend time in 
God’s Word every day this week. She told herself she would do it 
every morning before school, but every morning she was running 
late. So then she changed it to every night before bed, But she for-
got ball practice started this week and every night she was too tired 
to read it. What could she do? How could she show self-discipline? 
Encourage response.

Sam’s friends played outside most afternoons until dinner. One 
afternoon the kid who just moved in down the street came out to 
watch them. He was in Sam’s class at school, but he seemed really 
quiet. The other kids just pretended they didn’t see him. What could 
Sam say or do? Encourage response.

Self-discipline also involves making the right choice over and over. 
When you are tempted to say you are sick because you don’t want 
to go to school, instead you get up, get dressed, and go to school. 
When your teacher asks if you brought your homework and you 
forgot to do it, you tell the truth. When your friend bullies someone, 
you stand up for the one being bullied. When your parent tells you 
to do something, you do it right away. Let’s do an activity to help 
us learn and remember our application verse. Explain the activity 
before putting the plates down or the students will be distracted and 
not understand how it works. A student will toss the beanbag on to 
one of the plates, and then pick up the plate. The class will then say 
the application verse together, including the missing words. The next 
student will toss the beanbag again and remove the plate on which it 
landed. Say the verse together again as a class. Continue the activity 
until all of the plates have been removed.

Notes

If you do not have a beanbag, you can quickly 
make one by pouring dry beans into a tube 
sock (filling it about four inches) and knotting 
it. be sure the sock is tight woven or double 
sock it. Another option is a sponge. A ball 
is not recommended because it will bounce 
around too much for this activity. Use the 
painter’s tape to secure the plates to the floor 
if needed.

TE 3-25

Application 
Verse 
Poster
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Notes

Items Needed: Field Notes OT-1
 Crayons

What are some characteristics we have learned that Daniel and 
his three friends were known for? Encourage response. They were 
known as smart, obedient, respectful, and self-disciplined. What are 
some ways Daniel and his friends were self-disciplined and what 
was the result? Encourage response. King Nebuchadnezzar said 
Daniel and his friends were ten times wiser than all the others. Their 
words and their actions showed they were devoted to God. They 
obeyed God’s laws even if it meant they might be punished. They 
made good choices about taking care of their bodies. And as they 
kept making good choices, they were known as people who loved 
God and served well. We can follow their example in our choices to 
show our love for God and to serve Him well. Allow the students to 
look at Field Notes OT-1. Distribute crayons to the students and allow 
time for them to color the picture of Daniel and his friends at the top 
of the page. Then have the students draw pictures of themselves 
in the bottom frame. Encourage the students to hang their picture 
somewhere they will see it as a reminder to have self-discipline just 
like Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego did.

Christians have the Holy Spirit living inside and He can help you. Say 
a prayer right where you are and ask for His help. When you know 
what the right thing is, do it even if you don’t feel like it. Do it no 
matter what others are doing. We can learn from Daniel’s example 
how to choose to make the choices that honor God. It’s not always 
easy, but God is with us and He will honor our choices. As we con-
tinue to make right choices, we will be known for the good we do, 
just like Daniel. Have the students refer to the Next Step section on 
their Field Notes. Your Next Step is to choose to make right choices 
so others will see God living in us. Close with a prayer requesting 
God’s help for you and your students to be self-disciplined.Field Notes OT-1

Splink is a simple way to link your family together spiritually. Through 
FREE weekly emails packed with ideas, Splink helps you and your fam-
ily engage in conversation. Whether it’s making memories or having fun 
together, Splink allows you to capture those teachable moments to im-
press spiritual truths and life lessons on your kids. No matter where you 
are, there’s always time to Splink!

Sign up for Splink at D6family.com/Splink.

Field Notes OT-1
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

We looked at Daniel last week as an example of self-discipline, 
and this week, Daniel’s friends are examples of remarkable 
courage. Courage is the opposite of fear. Courage is possess-
ing boldness and confidence.

Scripture is full of “Fear not” statements. Because of the very 
nature of God and the assurance of His plans for His children, 
we can have courage. We can trust in the Almighty God and His 
sovereignty.

When God commands us to be courageous, He is reminding 
us that He is all-knowing and trustworthy. Because of God’s 
promises, we can be confident, courageous, and of good cheer 
(Proverbs 3:25-26). The hope of eternal life also instills a godly 
courage within us (Luke 12:32).

Old Testament
Lesson 2
August 9, 2020

I Can Have Courage
TEXT: Daniel 3:1-30

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego chose to do what was 

right and stand up for God.
 Think:  Courage is doing the right thing even when we are afraid.
 Do:   Know the right thing and do the right thing no matter 

what others do.

APPLICATION VERSE: Proverbs 20:11

THEME: Standing Against Idolatry

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q	Play-Doh

q	Paper plates

q	Hand wipes

Option 2

q	Tape measure

LEARN
q	TE 3-6

q	TE 3-7

EXPLORE
q	TE 3-1b

q	Field Notes OT-2

q	Bible

q	Crayons

q	Whiteboard and marker

APPLY
q	TE 3-25

q	TE 3-26

q	Can of fruit with label

q	Spoons

q	Small cups or plates

RESPOND
q	Field Notes OT-2

q	Bible

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Daniel 3:1-7

Day 2—Daniel 3:8-15

Day 3—Daniel 3:16-23

Day 4—Daniel 3:24-25

Day 5—Daniel 3:26-30

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: Play-Doh
 Paper plates
 Hand wipes (optional)

To introduce today’s lesson, I need your help. Distribute the Play-
Doh and form a round body onto the plates. One at a time, you 
will each come forward, and I will give you some Play-Do to add to 
our project, such as eyes, nose, mouth, arms, legs, and feet. Don’t 
worry if you have three eyes, it adds to the absurdity of an idol. 
When completed, set it up on display and give the connection. Some 
people make things with their hands and call them idols. An idol is 
anything or anyone that comes before God. Some people worship 
idols. When I say the word idol, do you think of a creature like what 
you formed together? Encourage response. God made it very clear 
in the Bible that we are not to worship idols or put anything or any-
one before Him. God must have first place in every part of our life. 
Listen to today’s lesson to see how a king made an idol and what he 
did—or didn’t do—with it.

Option 2

Items Needed: Tape measure (see sidebar)

Today we will learn about a king who made an idol. This idol was 
90 feet tall. To help us understand how huge it was, let’s measure 
that out. Proceed to area and begin measuring. Whatever object you 
brought to measure out the 90 feet idol, it needs to be five feet long. 
That allows the students to take turns measuring the distance (18 
times). If you do not have or want to waste 90 feet of the selected 
item, simply have one student measure with a five-foot increment, 
then hand it off to the next student who measures 5 feet and hands 
it to the next student and so forth until 90 feet is reached. When you 
return to the classroom, begin the connection to today’s Bible lesson. 
Why do you suppose the king made such a huge idol? Encourage 
response. Do you think he might have wanted to show how impor-
tant it was? Do you think the king might have wanted everyone to 
see it from a long distance away? Whatever the king’s reason, it cer-
tainly went against God’s command. God made it very clear in the 
Bible from the Ten Commandments to many other verses of how we 
are not to worship idols or put

Items Needed: TE 3-6—TE 3-7

Last week we learned Daniel and his friends stood up for God by 
refusing to eat the king’s food and asking for different food to eat. 
Do any of you remember why Daniel and his friends did not want 
to eat the king’s food? Encourage response. Yes, they knew King 

Notes

Take Note:
A recipe for homemade Play-Doh is avail-
able on www.D6teacher.com. Also, it is best 
to give out the Play-Doh when the student 
comes forward to add his or her part to 
the idol. This helps keep the Play-Doh from 
becoming a distraction.

Take Note:
This activity needs to be done in an area 
inside or outside of church facility that is 
at least 90’ long. This option is to help the 
students comprehend the size of the idol in 
today’s Bible verses and the problem with 
worshiping it.

Suggestions: Pre-measure five feet of yarn, 
thread, string, ribbon, or taped strips of copy 
paper to display as a visual

The events in the book of 
Daniel remind us that bad 
things happen because the 
world is a sinful place, but 
God is in control and works 
everything according to His 
purpose.

http://www.D6teacher.com
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Nebuchadnezzar also offered that food to the false idols he wor-
shiped. Daniel and his friends, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, 
only worshiped the one, true God. Today we will learn how Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abednego stood up for God in another way. Say their 
names with me. Have the students repeat their names.

Display TE 3-6 and point to the statue(a). King Nebuchadnezzar, the 
king of Babylon, made a gold statue that was ninety feet tall and 
nine feet wide. The king commanded, “At the sound of the musi-
cal instruments, everyone must bow to the ground and worship 
my statue. Anyone who does not bow and worship my idol will be 
thrown into a burning furnace.” Do any of you know what a furnace 
is? Encourage response. That’s right. A furnace is like a big oven 
with a fire inside. Point to TE 3-6b. When the music played, almost 
everyone in Babylon began to bow down and worship the idol. Point 
to the three men standing in TE 3-6b. But there were three young 
men from Jerusalem, who had been taken from their country and 
brought to Babylon, who did not bow down. They refused to worship 
the statue because it would be disobeying God’s commandment to 
worship no other gods except Him (Exodus 20:3-5). Point to TE 3-6c. 
Of course there were some who saw this, and they went to King 
Nebuchadnezzar and tattled on Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego. 
“They do not serve your gods or worship the golden image you 
have set up.” Point to TE 3-6d. That made King Nebuchadnezzar 
very angry, and he called for them to be brought before him. King 
Nebuchadnezzar asked if what he heard was true. When they admit-
ted they did not bow and worship, King Nebuchadnezzar gave 
them another chance to worship his idol. Shadrach, Meshach, and 
Abednego refused again, and the king ordered them to be thrown 
into the fiery furnace. King Nebuchadnezzar asked, “Who is the god 
who will deliver you out of my hands?”

With great courage, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego told the 
king, “Our God, whom we serve, is able to deliver us from the burn-
ing furnace, and He will deliver us out of your hand too. But whether 
He does or not, we will not worship the idol you have set up.”

Point to the TE 3-6e. Again, King Nebuchadnezzar got so angry at 
their answer that he insisted the furnace be heated seven times hot-
ter than normal. Let’s count to seven together. He ordered Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abednego to be tied up and thrown into the furnace. 
Because the king’s order was urgent and the furnace was overheat-
ed, even the soldiers who took them to the furnace died.

Display TE 3-7 and point to TE 3-7a. King Nebuchadnezzar saw some-
thing strange. He quickly asked his counselors, “Did we put three 
men tied up into the burning furnace?” Of course they answered, 
“Yes.” Point to TE 3-7b. The king then said, “Well, I see four men 
walking in the flames, and they are not tied up or hurt. The fourth 
one looks like the Son of God.”

Point to TE 3-7c. King Nebuchadnezzar called out to them, “Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abednego, servants of the Most High God, come 
out!” The three young men came out of the fire and amazed the king 
and all his men. The hair on their heads was not burnt, their clothes 
were not harmed, and there was not even the smell of fire on them.

TE 3-6

Take Note:
The pictures in TE 3-6 are arranged to rein-
force how the false idols were in first place 
to the people of Babylon. The pictures in TE 
3-7 are arranged to reinforce how Shadrach, 
Meschach, and Abednego gave God first 
place in their lives.

TE 3-7
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Point to TE 3-7d. This time the king’s reaction was not anger. He said, 
“Blessed be this God who has sent His angel to deliver His servants. 
They trusted in Him, went against my command, and would rather 
be put in the burning furnace than serve and worship any other but 
their God. Therefore, I make a decree if anyone speaks against their 
God, they will be greatly punished, for there is no other God who is 
able to rescue in this way.” Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego put 
God first in their lives, and God honored their choice.

Items Needed: TE 3-1b
 Field Notes OT-2
 Bible
 Crayons 
 Whiteboard and marker

Before class, copy Field Notes OT-2 so each student will have one. 
Also, find and mark Psalm 118:6 in your Bible. Distribute Field Notes 
OT-2 and crayons to the students. Have them look at the word 
courage and the definition at the top of the page. Display TE 3-1b. 
Courage is doing the right thing even when you’re afraid. Have 
the students repeat that definition with you. How did Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abednego have courage to do what was right? And 
how can we have courage to do what’s right even when we are 
afraid? Remember two words to give you courage: Know and Do. 
Write the two words on the whiteboard.

First, you have to know God and His Words. Where can we look to 
find out more about God? Encourage response. God has given us 
clear instructions about right and wrong in the Bible. One of the 
first questions to ask yourself when you are not sure what to do is, 
“What does God say about this?” If God has given us clear instruc-
tions, we don’t have to question what the right thing to do is. We 
love Him and want to please Him. Why is it important to know God’s 
Word? Because believing what He has said can give us courage to 
do what’s right. Read Psalm 118:6 aloud. What does God say for us 
to do according to this verse? We do not have to fear what others 
can do to us because God is with us. He is on our side. He is more 
powerful than the most powerful king. Maybe Shadrach, Meshach, 
and Abednego had read that very verse (Psalm 118:6) and believed it 
so they could stand up to King Nebuchadnezzar with courage.

Next, we must do what is right no matter how we feel. Do you think 
those three young men felt afraid when they stood before the king? 
Encourage response. Probably, but that didn’t stop them from doing 
the right thing. They even said if God didn’t choose to rescue them, 
they would still not obey the king’s command and worship the idol. 
Before they knew what would happen, they chose to do the right 
thing. Remember, courage is doing the right thing even when you’re 
afraid. Allow time for the students to color the words Know and Do. 
Encourage the students to hang their Field Notes somewhere they 
will see it often to remind them to have courage to know God and 
His Words and to do what is right.

Notes

TE 3-1b

Field Notes OT-2
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Notes

Items Needed: TE 3-25—TE 3-26
 Can of fruit with label
 Spoons (optional)
 Small cups or plates (optional)

Before class, cut apart the pieces from TE 3-26 and hide them around 
the room. Display the can and ask students to guess what is inside. 
How do you know there are peaches (or whatever fruit) inside this 
can? Encourage response. Since we couldn’t see inside the can, the 
label revealed the contents. No one can see inside your mind to 
know what you are thinking. I can’t know if you really love God. I 
can’t know if you are a Christian. But there is something that reveals 
to others what is on the inside. Do any of you know what that is? 
Encourage response. Your actions reveal what is really in your mind 
and heart (Matthew 12:34b).

Display TE 3-25 and review the application verse with the students. 
Your actions tell others what you are like. If your actions are pure 
and right, what might they think? When we chose to do what’s right 
even when it’s hard or we’re afraid, others will see our actions and 
understand more about us. If we choose to do what is right over and 
over, people will see and know that we are a person who loves and 
follows God’s truth. What did Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego’s 
actions tell about them? Encourage response. So think about what 
your actions say about you. Remember this verse from God’s Word 
to help you have courage when faced with hard choices. Let’s search 
for the words to our verse that are hidden around the room. Each 
person can only find one strip. If you find one, bring it to the table, 
and then sit down. Once all of the pieces have been found, have the 
students work together to put the words in the correct order. Say the 
verse together again. If you have more students than pieces, either 
partner the students together to search for a piece as a group, or 
allow some to be the searchers and others to put the pieces in the 
correct order. Consider sharing the fruit with the students as a treat.

Items Needed: Field Notes OT-2
 Bible

Before class, find and mark the different verses  (see sidebar) in your 
Bible. Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego had learned about the 
one, true God before they had been taken away from their home in 
Jerusalem. They knew God created the world and had done many 
miracles for His people. They knew God should be first place in their 
worship. They knew King Nebuchadnezzar’s statue was an idol and 
God had commanded them (in the Ten Commandments) not to wor-
ship idols. They not only knew the right thing to do, but they also 
had the courage to do it. I’m going to read some different situations 
and Bible verses that can give us courage to do the right thing. Read 

Verses

Exodus 20:12

Genesis 1:1

Colossians 3:9

Mark 12:31

Deuteronomy 31:6

Psalm 56:3

TE 3-25

Application 
Verse 
Poster

TE 3-26

Application 
Verse 

Activity
Pieces
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the following situations, one at a time and then read the verse from 
your Bible.

•  Others are saying bad things about their parents/Exodus 20:12
•  Your teacher says that we all evolved/Genesis 1:1
•  Your brother asks you to lie about what happened to the broken 

lamp/Colossians 3:9
•  Your friends are making fun of a younger kid/Mark 12:31
•  You want to pray at the lunch table, but you’re afraid others 

might laugh at you/Deuteronomy 31:6
•  You met a new friend who doesn’t go to church or know much 

about God. You want to tell him about Jesus and His love, but 
you’re afraid of what he might think/Psalm 56:3

Remember, God has given every Christian the Bible and the Holy 
Spirit to help you know what is right and to help you have courage 
to do what’s right. Also remember, God rewards those who do what 
is right. God sees every good thing we do and will reward us some-
day. Read or reference Colossians 3:23-24. Remember, a reward 
from God is better than praise from others. God was with Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abednego and protected them. God is with you in 
every situation. You may feel afraid and unsure, but God is strong. 
Say a quick prayer to Him when you need courage. He will help you. 
Have the students refer to the Next Step section on their Field Notes. 
Your Next Step is to know the right thing and do the right thing no 
matter what others do. Close with a prayer asking for courage for 
your students.

Notes

Field Notes OT-2

Are you making a Home Connection with your kids? Home Connection 
is a FREE download that gives parents a simple way to practice faith at 
home by providing:

•  A weekly Bible passage to read together as a family
•  Suggestions to help you pray together as a family
•  Suggested activities to do as a family to put your faith in action

It’s a great tool for parents who want to pass their faith on to their children!

Also, if your church uses D6 Curriculum, Home Connection will let you know exactly what each 
member of the family is learning in small group, Life group, or Sunday School each week. Try 
it this week by downloading it at: www.D6home.com.
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

Humility is recognizing our need for God and being willing to 
obey His commands. It is an attitude of the heart that pleases 
God and serves others. We must examine our thoughts, words, 
and actions to make sure we have an attitude of humility. How 
do we cultivate a humble attitude?

Christ modeled true humility, so we must increase our knowl-
edge of Christ and how He lived (Galatians 2:20). When we 
serve others as Jesus did, we put the needs and interests of 
others before our own (Philippians 2:3). It is our love for God 
that motivates our humble obedience.

Recognizing our need for a Savior is the beginning of nurturing 
an attitude of humility. Our humility produces godliness, con-
tentment, and security and brings God’s grace to His humble 
followers too (Proverbs 3:34).

Old Testament
Lesson 3
August 16, 2020

I Can Choose 
Humility
TEXT: Daniel 5:1-31

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  King Belshazzar led a life filled with pride, but Daniel dem-

onstrated humility through his actions.
 Think:   Humility is recognizing we need God and are willing to do 

what He says.
 Do:   Choose to have the right attitude of humility in every situ-

ation.

APPLICATION VERSE: Proverbs 20:11

THEME: God Rules in the Kingdom of Men

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q	White construction paper

q	White crayon

q	Watercolor paint

q	Paintbrushes

q	Water

q	Small cups

q	Plastic tablecloth

LEARN
q	TE 3-8

q	TE 3-9

q	TE 3-10

q	TE 3-11

EXPLORE
q	TE 3-1c

q	Field Notes OT-3

APPLY
q	TE 3-25

q	TE 3-27

q	Balloons

q	Scissors

q	Stopwatch or phone

RESPOND
q	Field Notes OT-3

q	Pencils

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Daniel 5:1-4

Day 2—Daniel 5:5-9

Day 3—Daniel 5:13-16

Day 4—Daniel 5:17-23

Day 5—Daniel 5:24-30

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: White construction paper
 White crayons
 Watercolor paints
 Paintbrushes (one paintbrush/student)
 Water
 Small cups
 Plastic tablecloth

Before class, place a plastic tablecloth over the table where the stu-
dents will be working. Pour the water into the cups so each student 
will have one. As the students come in, give them a white crayon 
and piece of white construction paper. Allow the students to write 
a secret message or draw a hidden picture on it. Then give the stu-
dents a paintbrush, a cup of water, and some watercolors. Allow the 
students to paint over their message or picture and set aside to dry. 
We just learned how to create a secret message or hidden picture. 
Today we will hear about a message that was written on a king’s 
wall by an unknown hand—it was not so fun. The king was afraid, 
and he did not know what the message meant. Listen to learn how 
Daniel was the only one to figure out the mysterious message and 
what it meant for the king.

Option 2

Today’s character word is humility. Although some students may not 
completely understand what this word means, they certainly know 
the opposite of it: pride. So to help introduce the definition, the activ-
ity will involve fun with opposites. Explain you will call out what to 
do, but they are NOT to do what you say, but to do the opposite. (On 
purpose, there are only a few commands so the students can con-
centrate on these six.)

If I say, “Stand up,” what is the opposite that you should do? (Sit 
down)

If I say, “Sit down,” what is the opposite that you should do? (Stand 
up)

If I say, “Act cold,” what is the opposite that you should do? (Act 
hot)

If I say, “Act hot,” what is the opposite that you should do? (Act 
cold)

If I say, “Act silly,” what is the opposite that you should do? (Be still 
with a serious face)

If I say, “Act serious,” what is the opposite that you should do? (Act 
very silly)

Notes

Stand up

Act silly

Act cold

Act serious

Sit down

Act hot
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Now that they know what is expected, begin calling out the com-
mands in random order see sidebar. Remind the students no matter 
what you say, they are to do the opposite during this activity.

After several rounds of your preference, have the students stand up 
(or rather, sit down). Was it easy to do the opposite of what I said? 
Encourage response. Why was it so hard? Encourage response. In 
our lesson today, we are going to learn about a king who did the 
opposite of what pleased God. This king had lots of pride, which 
is the opposite of humility. We will learn how to please God in our 
attitudes of humility, admitting we need Him and by obeying Him.

Items Needed: TE 3-8—TE 3-11

Before class, find and mark Daniel 5:25 in your Bible. Many years 
had passed since King Nebuchadnezzar had taken Daniel and his 
friends from their home in Jerusalem to a country called Babylon. 
We learned about Daniel and his friends having self-discipline when 
they chose to eat vegetables and drink water regardless of the con-
sequences. How did God bless them? Encourage response. Yes, they 
were healthier than the other men who ate the king’s food and they 
were given important positions from King Nebuchadnezzar. We also 
learned about the courage of three of Daniel’s friends when they 
refused to worship the king’s golden statue regardless of the con-
sequences. Do you remember what happened to them? Encourage 
response. God protected Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego when 
they thrown into the fiery furnace. King Nebuchadnezzar also made 
a law that people could not say anything against their God.

The king at this point in history was King Belshazzar. Display TE 3-8. 
King Belshazzar planned a great feast for 1,000 of his important offi-
cials. During the dinner, King Belshazzar commanded that the gold 
and silver cups from the Temple in Jerusalem be brought for them to 
use. These were special, holy cups that had been made especially for 
the Temple of the one, true God. As the people drank, they praised 
their idols made of gold, silver, bronze, iron, wood, and stone. King 
Belshazzar’s actions did not please God.

Display TE 3-9. All of a sudden, the fingers of a human hand 
appeared and wrote on the wall of the king’s palace during his feast. 
When the king saw the hand writing the words on the wall, his face 
turned pale with fear, and his knees began to shake. King Belshazzar 
wanted to know what those words meant. So he quickly called for 
his wise men to explain this mysterious message to him. “Whoever 
tells me the meaning of these words shall be clothed with purple, 
have a chain of gold around his neck, and shall be the third ruler in 
the kingdom.”

But no one could tell the meaning of the writing, and Belshazzar 
was very frightened. Display TE 3-10. Then the queen remembered 
Daniel and how he had interpreted Nebuchadnezzar’s dreams in the 
past. “Call for Daniel, and he will tell you what this means.”

Notes

TE 3-8

God is a personal, spiritual 
being who has real power in 
contrast to powerless idols.

TE 3-10

TE 3-9
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Display TE 3-11. Daniel appeared before Belshazzar who promised to 
reward him. Daniel refused the gifts, but humbly offered to tell the 
meaning of the writing. First, Daniel reminded him how God gave 
Nebuchadnezzar greatness and majesty. But King Nebuchadnezzar 
was proud and didn’t worship God, so God took away his kingdom 
until he realized God was in charge. Then Daniel spoke to Belshazzar 
and said, “You have not humbled your heart. You have proudly gone 
against God by using these special cups from God’s Temple. You and 
your officials have been drinking from them while praising idols. 
You have not honored the God who gives you life. God has sent this 
hand to write this message.”

Then Daniel explained the message. Mene means numbered—God 
has numbered the days of your reign and has brought it to an end.

Tekel means weighed—you have been weighed on the balances and 
have not measured up. Upharsin (parsin) means divided—your king-
dom has been divided and given to the Medes and Persians.

Daniel boldly told the king God’s message and was honored by 
Belshazzar. And that very night, Belshazzar’s enemy, Darius the 
Mede, invaded Babylon and Belshazzar was killed. His kingdom 
ended just as the handwriting on the wall said.

Items Needed: TE 3-1c
 Field Notes OT-3

Before class, copy Field Notes OT-3 so each student will have one. 
Distribute Field Notes OT-3 to the students. Today we learned Daniel 
demonstrated humility. Say that word after me. Have the students 
repeat the word humility after you. Do any of you know what the 
word humility means? Encourage response. Have them look at 
the word humility and the definition at the top of their Field Notes. 
Display TE 3-1c. Humility is recognizing we need God and are will-
ing to do what He says. King Belshazzar lived a life of pride as seen 
through his attitudes and actions toward God. Daniel’s attitude and 
actions demonstrated the complete opposite. Daniel honored God 
with his actions and he knew he needed God’s help to do what 
is right. Because God was with him, Daniel could tell God’s mes-
sage to King Belshazzar with boldness and respect. Our attitude 
should be one of humility like Daniel’s and not one of pride like King 
Belshazzar.

Items Needed: TE 3-25
 TE 3-27
 Balloons
 Scissors
 Stopwatch or phone

TE 3-1c

Field Notes OT-3
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NotesBefore class, cut apart the strips from TE 3-27, roll them up, and 
insert one into each balloon. Then, blow up the balloons, tie the end, 
and place them in a large trash bag.

You and I will never witness the handwriting on the wall like 
Belshazzar and thousands of others at his feast that day, but we 
do have the Bible where God shows us the right way. Why is it so 
important to God for His followers to have humility? Encourage 
response. When we are filled with humility, we will care about what 
God thinks. Being humble doesn’t mean that you have to be quiet 
or weak. Daniel was bold to speak up to the king because he was 
doing what God wanted.

Read 1 Peter 5:5 aloud to the students. What does this verse tell 
us to do? We are put on and wear humility like we would put on 
clothing every day. Every day as we wear an attitude of humility, 
we will think about what we can do for God and others. We won’t 
be focused only on what we want. God will be pleased. What does 
God give to the humble? Encourage response. As we do God’s will, 
He will be pleased and lift us up.

Display TE 3-25 and review the application verse with the students 
by reading it together. What do your words and actions reveal about 
you? Do you think you are known for being humble or proud? Daniel 
knew God had given him abilities and he used them to speak God’s 
message (Daniel 5:12). God has given each one of us abilities and 
He wants us to use them to speak His message to others too. Let’s 
do a fun activity together to help us remember our verse. Take out 
the balloons and explain that inside each balloon is a strip of paper 
with the words to the application verse on it. The students are to pop 
the balloon, remove the strip, and work together to put the words in 
the correct order. There are several options on how to do this activ-
ity. Allow the students to use TE 3-25 as a guide with both options. 
The first option is to give each student a balloon and at the count of 
three, each student will pop his or her balloon. At that point the stu-
dents must find the other students with the remaining words to the 
verse. A second option is to copy TE 3-27, and make an additional set 
of balloons with the words of the verse, keeping the sets separate. 
Divide the students into groups and give each person in the group a 
balloon. The groups will pop the balloons at the same time and race 
to put the words in the correct order. The group who finishes first is 
the winner.

Items Needed: Field Notes OT-3
 Pencils

How did King Belshazzar sin? Encourage response. Do you think he 
recognized his pride? Encourage response. Sometimes we cannot 
see our wrong attitude or actions of pride as sin. So let’s look at 
some statements to help us examine what we think, say, or do.

Distribute pencils to the students and read the statements on the 
Field Notes aloud. Have the students to circle the H if it describes 

Field Notes OT-3

TE 3-27

TE 3-25

Application 
Verse 
Poster
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something a person with humility would think, say, or do or circle 
the P if it describes something a person filled with pride would think, 
say, or do. After the students have had time to circle their answers, 
allow time for discussion so students can understand how to get rid 
of pride and choose humility. The answers provided after each sen-
tence provide some discussion starters.

I am the best one on my team. (Pride) You may be the best one on 
your team, but pride will keep you from seeing that it takes a team 
to win.

No one can do it as good as me. (Pride) It is good to be great at 
something, but to brag about it, gives the attitude of “I am better 
than you” and not many people want to be around someone like 
that.

I was wrong. Will you forgive me? (Humility) Admitting when we are 
wrong is good for friendships. Be the first to admit your part when 
you’ve hurt someone.

I deserve the credit. (Pride) Everyone deserves recognition but you 
must always remember that it is God who enables you. How can you 
use this talent or gift to honor God?

I will do whatever you need me to do. (Humility) A submissive atti-
tude attracts others to you. Jesus was a servant even though He cre-
ated the world. We are not too good to do any job.

Please help me do what’s right today, God. (Humility) Every day we 
need to ask God’s help. Say prayers through the day when we are 
tempted to sin. God loves to help those who ask.

I don’t need God’s help; I can do this on my own. (Pride). Are you 
sure? The job might get done, but acting like you don’t need God is 
a wrong attitude.

I’m too busy to try and do that for him. (Pride) Are you really too 
busy or do you not want to be bothered with that person? That 
shows an attitude of “my time is more important than you”.

Let’s work together to fix this. (Humility) Together we may find a 
solution quicker. Working together helps people become friends. 
Listening to another’s idea will help you learn more.

I said I wanted to do it my way! (Pride) You don’t always have the 
best way to do things. Listen to others and work together rather than 
demanding your own way.

Which of those answers are you more likely to give? You don’t’ have 
to answer this question out loud, but I want you to think about your 
answer. We want to choose humility instead of pride.

Have the students refer to the Next Step section on their Field Notes. 
Your Next Step is to choose to have the right attitude of humility 
in every situation. Ask God to help you when you are struggling to 
make the right choice.

Close with a prayer thanking God for His help and ask for a right 
attitude of humility.

Notes

Field Notes OT-3
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

As we continue our study from the book of Daniel in our lesson 
today, we will discuss what it means to be a faithful follower of 
God. Be sure to remind your students that our faithfulness, or 
lack there of, affects every relationship we have. Encourage the 
students to be faithful at home, church, school, and with their 
friends.

Being faithful means we are where we are supposed to be, do-
ing what we say we will do. A faithful believer keeps his word. 
A faithful believer is reliable, steadfast, and unwavering. A 
faithful believer humbly serves others and seeks the Lord in 
prayer (Habakkuk 2:4).

Daniel was faithful even in difficult circumstances. Daniel was 
faithful even when there were schemes against him and loom-
ing punishment. Not only can we learn how to be self-disci-
plined, courageous, and humble from Daniel, but we can also 
be encouraged to remain faithful in every situation and season 
of life.

Old Testament
Lesson 4
August 23, 2020

I Can Be Faithful
TEXT: Daniel 6:1-28

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  Daniel remained faithful to God through his actions.
 Think:   Being faithful is being where we are supposed to be and 

doing what we are supposed to do.
 Do:  Choose to be faithful to God through your actions.

APPLICATION VERSE: Proverbs 20:11

THEME: Remaining Faithful During Opposition

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 2

q	TE 3-12

LEARN
q	TE 3-13

q	TE 3-14

q	TE 3-15

q	TE 3-16

q	TE 3-17

q	TE 3-18

q	TE 3-19

EXPLORE
q	TE 3-1d

q	Field Notes OT-4

APPLY
q	TE 3-25

q	TE 3-26

q	Whiteboard and marker

RESPOND
q	Field Notes OT-4

q	Crayons

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Daniel 6:1-5

Day 2—Daniel 6:6-9

Day 3—Daniel 6:10-13

Day 4—Daniel 6:14-18

Day 5—Daniel 6:19-24

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

This activity of a pretend trip to the zoo is to build anticipation of 
what the lesson will be about.

The Bible is filled with amazing truths to point us to our amazing 
God. There are great stories about people in the Bible who respond-
ed and rejected God. There are a lot of animals mentioned in the 
Bible. I am going to give you some clues to see if you can guess 
which animal is mentioned in today’s Bible verses. We are going to 
go on a pretend trip to the zoo, and you will be the animals! As we 
visit each animal, I will give you the name, and you will act it out.

Our first stop is at the gorilla cage. (Instruct the students to make the 
sound and beat their chest like a gorilla.) Could it be that there is a 
gorilla in our Bible lesson? Nope! Let’s keep going!

Our second stop is at the fish tank. (Instruct the students to swim 
around, flap their fins, and open and close their mouths as gargling 
for food.) Could it be that there is a fish in our Bible lesson? Nope! 
Let’s keep going!

Our third stop is at the flamingo’s rest stop. (Instruct the students 
to stand on one foot and make a squawking sound.) Could it be that 
there is a flamingo in our Bible lesson? Nope! Let’s keep going!

Our four stop is at the panda bear’s bamboo forest. (Instruct the 
sudentst to pretend to be sleeping and snoring as the bears are 
asleep right now.) Whisper the question: Could it be that there is a 
panda bear in our Bible lesson? Nope! Let’s keep going!

Our fifth stop is at the elephant herd’s hangout. (Instruct the stu-
dents to sway one arm like a trunk and make the trumpet sound as 
they do.) Could it be that there is an elephant in our Bible lesson? 
Nope! Let’s keep going!

Our sixth stop is at the lions’ den. (Instruct the students to walk 
around ready to pounce on some breakfast and roar loudly.) Could it 
be that there is a lion in our Bible lesson? Yes! I can’t keep the secret 
any longer! Today’s Bible lesson includes the whole lions’ den! But 
the lesson is not to learn about lions, but how Daniel’s faithfulness 
got him thrown in that den. Let’s keep going and see what happens 
to Daniel.

Option 2

Items Needed: TE 3-12

Before class, cut apart the pictures from TE 3-12. Display the pictures 
so the students can see them.

You may be familiar with this animal because of the movie, The 
Lion King. But today we are going to hear a story about some actual 

Notes

TE 3-12
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lions and a real man, Daniel, who was put in an area filled with lions 
because of his faithfulness to God. Listen to these facts about lions.

1.  Lions usually live in groups of 10 or 15 called prides.
2.  Female lions (lionesses) are better hunters than males, and they 

do most of the hunting for a pride. (Have the girls high five one 
another.)

3.  The average male lion weighs about 400 pounds while the aver-
age female lion weighs around 290 pounds.

4.  Lions can reach speeds up to 50 miles per hour, but only in short 
periods of time because of their lack of stamina. (Pause and have 
the students run in place to try and reach up to 50 miles per hour. 
Stop them after about 15 seconds (or so) to reiterate how the lions 
don’t have the stamina to keep going for long periods of time.)

5.  A lion’s roar can be heard from five miles away. (Have the students 
roar very loudly.)

6.  Male lions are easy to recognize thanks to their distinctive manes. 
(Have the boys high five one another.)

Now listen carefully to the lesson to discover what God did to save 
Daniel from the lions.

Items Needed: TE 3-13—TE 3-19

Divide the students into two groups. One group will be designated 
to be the sound and the other group will be the action. Allow time 
where indicated for the groups to either do the sound or the action 
as indicated.

Display TE 3-13. There was a new king named Darius. (Sound: 
Clap loudly) Realizing how big his kingdom was, King Darius set 
120 princes over the kingdom and over these, he appointed three 
presidents. (ACTION: Three students stand up) Of these three, Daniel 
was the boss. (ACTION: One student stands and waves) Daniel was 
favored above them all. King Darius knew there was something 
different about Daniel and his great abilities and wisdom. Because 
of this, he planned to put Daniel in charge over his entire kingdom. 
(Sound: clap loudly)

Display TE 3-14. As the king’s favorite, the other presidents and 
princes became very jealous of Daniel. That jealousy grew into so 
much hatred, and they began to look for something to accuse him 
of. (ACTION: whole group huddles together) They wanted Daniel 
gone. But, they could not find him doing anything wrong. He was 
faithful and trustworthy. So, they decided the only way they could 
get rid of Daniel was to have a plan that would use his faithfulness 
to God against him.

This was their sneaky plan. (Sound: Soft mumbling by whole group) 
Display TE 3-15. They went before the king and complimented him 
and told him they wanted his kingdom to last forever. That sounded 
good to King Darius. Now they had his attention. They continued 
with their plan. Because he was such a great king, there needed to 

Notes

TE 3-15

This is example that bad things 
happen because the world is 
a sinful place, but God takes 
care of His people.

TE 3-14

TE 3-13
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be a law. This law would state that, for the next 30 days, any person 
who prayed to any God or man other than King Darius would be 
thrown into a lions’ den. (ACTION: Praying hands formed by whole 
group) They insisted he sign the law so it could not be changed and 
that is exactly what King Darius did. He felt proud; everyone should 
give him such honor and respect.

As soon as Daniel heard about the law, what do you think he did? 
Encourage response. He did not panic, and he did not worry. Display 
TE 3-16. He went home and prayed like he usually did. Daniel’s 
habit was to talk to God at least three times a day. He even kept 
the windows open because he was praying toward his hometown 
of Jerusalem just as King Solomon had told them to do many years 
earlier (1 Chronicles 6:36-39). Of course the princes and presidents 
were watching Daniel. (ACTION: Pretend to be looking through 
binoculars) Display TE 3-17. They quickly ran to King Darius and 
reminded him of his new law and what would happen if someone 
went against his orders. (Sound: Stomping feet) Then with great 
pride (and probably with excitement), they announced Daniel was 
the one who went against the king and his law.

When King Darius heard it was Daniel, the king was very sad. 
(Sound: Moan in sadness and disappointment) King Darius tried and 
tried to think of a way to get Daniel out of this mess, but the officials 
insisted it had to be done because it was the law and it could not 
be changed. (ACTION: Whole group stands and yells together, “It’s 
the law!”) Before they put Daniel in the lions’ den, the king said to 
Daniel, “The God who you faithfully serve, He will deliver you.”

Display TE 3-18 and point to the two pictures. With that, Daniel was 
thrown into the lions’ den, and King Darius went back to his pal-
ace. (Sound: Whole group gasps in fear) The king was so upset and 
worried; he could not eat or sleep. So early the next morning, he 
did not send a servant, he went himself to check on Daniel. As he 
approached the lions’ den, he yelled, “Daniel, I know you trust and 
serve a living God, but was He able to deliver you from the lions? Is 
your faith still in God?”

Perhaps there was a moment of silence as the king listened to hear 
Daniel’s voice or the roar of the lions. (Sound: Shhhhh!) Display 
TE 3-19 and point to the different pictures. Daniel answered, “I’m 
here, because my God sent His angel to shut the lions’ mouths. I 
am innocent before God and before you.” The king was filled with 
excitement and joy. (Sound: clap loudly) He ordered Daniel to be 
lifted from the lions’ den. (ACTION: Whole group raises Daniel out 
of lion’s den by joining hands to act like a chain to pull one student 
(Daniel) up from the floor) To their amazement, Daniel was not hurt 
at all—no scratches, bites, or broken bones. But the king’s emotions 
went from joy to anger, and he demanded all the men who falsely 
accused Daniel, to be thrown into the lions’ den. Unlike Daniel, the 
lions immediately destroyed the men.

Now there was to be a new law. King Darius stated, “Everyone 
should tremble with fear in honor to the God whom Daniel trusted. 
He is the living God, and His kingdom will never be destroyed. God 
rescues and saves those who trust in Him, and He performs miracles 
because I saw it myself when He rescued Daniel from the power of 
hungry lions.” Daniel was rewarded for being faithful. (Sound and 
ACTION: Everyone stands and high fives each other)

Take Note:
On a historical note and for your refer-
ence, Darius the Median had overthrown the 
Babylonian empire and Darius was the new 
king as recorded in Daniel 5:30-31.

TE 3-18

TE 3-17

TE 3-16

TE 3-19
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Notes

Items Needed: TE 3-1d
 Field Notes OT-4

Before class, copy Field Notes OT-4 so each student will have one. 
Distribute Field Notes OT-4 to the students. Have them look at the 
word faithful and the definition at the top of their Field Notes. Display 
TE 3-1d. This week we learned we are to be faithful. Being faithful 
means being where we are supposed to be and doing what we are 
supposed to do. Have the students turn and say that to the person on 
each side of them, repeating after you if necessary. Daniel was faith-
ful to God. From the time Daniel was taken as a slave in Babylon, to 
the time of King Darius, Daniel would have been much older. Many 
people who study the Bible believe Daniel had been in captivity at 
least 70 years. In other words, Daniel did not wake up one day and 
say, “I think I will be faithful today. I think I will pray three times 
today even if it means being thrown into a den of lions.” He had 
been developing the habit of being faithful his entire life. No mat-
ter who the king was, what government was in charge, where he 
was placed, or what his job was, Daniel chose to be faithful. He was 
where he was supposed to be and he did what he was supposed to 
do.

Items Needed: TE 3-25—TE 3-26
 Whiteboard and marker

Daniel not only showed us what being faithful means, but he 
also demonstrated it with his actions. He opened the window 
unashamed and unafraid when he prayed, even after the law was 
passed. He could have chosen to pray where others would not see 
him. But Daniel was aware and fully depended on God’s presence in 
his life. He was completely faithful to God.

You can be where you are supposed to be and do what you are 
supposed to do when it is easy, but what someone makes fun of 
you or bullies you for your beliefs? Will you continue to be faithful? 
What will you do if someone makes fun of you for being faithful to 
attend church each week? What if someone spreads gossip about 
your friend, will you be faithful to that friend and stand up for him 
or her? Feel free to include more specific examples your students are 
faced with right now.

Write the words: home, church, school, and with friends on the 
whiteboard. These are four specific areas where your faithfulness to 
God may be tested. See the sidebar  on page 71 for suggestions to 
help the students, but allow time for them to think of some before 
offering them.

Home: How can we be faithful at home? Encourage response.

TE 3-1d

Field Notes OT-4
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Church: How can we be faithful at church? Encourage response.

School: How can we be faithful at school? Encourage response.

With friends: How can you be faithful with friends? Encourage 
response.

Display TE 3-25 and review the application verse by reading it togeth-
er. To help apply this verse, have the students think about what they 
just learned from Daniel. What was Daniel known for? Encourage 
response. Were the princes and presidents surprised that Daniel 
continued to be faithful to God knowing the consequence of being 
thrown into a lions’ den? Encourage response. They knew Daniel 
would be faithful to his God no matter what or they wouldn’t have 
devised this plan. Would those you live with or your friends with say 
this about you? If you are a Christ follower, a Christian, you may not 
get it right every time, but you should ask God to help you make 
the necessary changes in your life to be faithful in all the areas of 
your life.

Distribute the pieces from TE 3-26 to the students. Say the verse 
together and have the student who is holding the words stand up as 
they are said. Once the verse has been said, redistribute the pieces 
to the students. Make sure each student has a turn to hold up a sec-
tion of words.

Items Needed: Field Notes OT-4
 Crayons

As mentioned earlier, this was not the first time Daniel had to show 
how faithful he was. Daniel was faithful all along, in all situations 
whether big or small. He did not wait to be faithful when it was 
time for the lions’ den. Refer to the different areas students can be 
faithful that are written on the whiteboard. You and I can be faithful 
in all these areas—home, church, school, and with friends—as we 
learn to trust a God who He is always faithful to us. This great les-
son about Daniel and the lions’ den is not recorded in the Bible for 
us to say, “Yea, way to go Daniel for being faithful!” Remember, the 
Bible is God’s story. So this chapter in Daniel’s life is not to point us 
to Daniel, but to God. We must see how God was the faithful One; 
He kept Daniel safe. Daniel was faithful to God because God had 
been faithful to him. Distribute crayons to the students and have 
them write or draw a specific way they can choose to be faithful—to 
be where they are supposed to be and do what they are supposed 
to do. Have the students refer to the Next Step section on their Field 
Notes. Your Next Step is to choose to be faithful to God through 
your actions. Encourage the students to use their Field Notes as a 
reminder of ways to demonstrate their faithfulness to God in each 
area. End class with prayer for your students that they would follow 
Daniel’s example of remaining faithful to God.Field Notes OT-4

Home: I will obey my parents the first time. 
I will do my chores when I’m supposed to. I 
will say words that help others even when 
I’m mad. I will read my Bible every morning.

Church: I will attend church even when I’d 
rather do something else. I will pay attention. 
I will participate by singing and praising God. 
I will pray when it’s time, instead of goofing 
around. I will serve when I am needed.

School: I will be on time. I will do my work 
when I’m supposed to. I will be kind to every 
person. I will listen and not goof off. I will 
pray before I eat my lunch. I will speak up 
about God when I have the chance.

Friends: I will be loyal to my friends and not 
say bad things about them to others. I will 
help them if I can. I will tell my friends about 
Jesus. I will pray for them. I will be kind to my 
friends. I will not lie to my friends.

TE 3-25

Application 
Verse 
Poster

TE 3-26

Application 
Verse 

Activity
Pieces

Field Notes OT-4
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THE MORE YOU KNOW:

God is worthy of our worship because He is our Eternal King. When 
we respect and honor Him, we show Him reverence. Today’s lesson 
explores five truths about God as seen in Daniel 7. God is the ruler of 
the world, and His power is indescribable (Colossians 1:16). As our 
judge, God knows what is best (Daniel 7:10).

Jesus is the conqueror who willingly took our punishment, giving us 
victory over sin, death, and Satan. Our eternal God existed before ev-
erything, and His kingdom lasts forever (Daniel 7:14). God is worthy 
of our worship and deserving of our highest praise (Daniel 7:27).

These truths should evoke pure reverence from every believer. Rev-
erence is honor and respect deeply felt and outwardly demonstrated 
in the way we live. Reverence is the natural response of a person 
whose heart has been transformed by the Holy Spirit. As we grow in 
the knowledge of God, the reverence we feel toward Him will grow 
as well.

Old Testament
Lesson 5
August 30, 2020

I Can Show 
Reverence
TEXT: Daniel 7:1-28

LESSON OBJECTIVE
 Know:  God gave Daniel a dream of future events in which Daniel 

learned God is the ultimate ruler of the world.
 Think:  Reverence is a feeling of great respect and honor for God.
 Do:   Show your reverence for God by loving, honoring, and 

putting Him first in your life.

APPLICATION VERSE: Proverbs 20:11

THEME: God Reigns Forever

PREPARATION 
CHECKLIST
CONNECT
Option 1

q	TE 3-20

q	TE 3-21

q	Scissors

Option 2

q	Brown paper bag

q	Any object that fits inside the 
bag

LEARN
q	TE 3-22

q	Permanent marker

q	Bible

EXPLORE
q	TE 3-1e

q	TE 3-23

q	Field Notes OT-5

q	Cardstock

q	Crayons

q	Scissors

q	Tape

APPLY
q	TE 3-24

q	TE 3-25

q	TE 3-28

RESPOND
q	Field Notes OT-5

q	Crayons

DAILY BIBLE 
READINGS

Day 1—Daniel 7:1-8

Day 2—Daniel 7:9-14

Day 3—Daniel 7:15-18

Day 4—Daniel 7:19-22

Day 5—Daniel 7:23-28

Copyright 2020. This study is licensed to the purchasing church and only to be used by the teacher or teaching team for one group or class. Sharing copies of this study is unethical, illegal, and 
hinders the efforts of the publisher to provide high quality, affordable resources to you.
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Option 1

Items Needed: TE 3-20—TE 3-21
 Scissors

Before class, cut apart the pieces from TE 3-21. Ask the students 
the questions from TE 3-20 and upon answering it correctly, give 
the students a random piece of the puzzle. After all of the questions 
have been asked and answered, allow the students to put the puzzle 
together. What picture did you make with your puzzle? Encourage 
response. This reminds me that God is the ruler of the world. He is 
in charge. He created you and me, and He knows what is best for 
us. Does that mean everyone obeys God and His words? Encourage 
response. People and even kings and governments disrespect and 
disobey God. We’ve seen that happen with some of the kings we 
learned about this month: Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar. But God 
was always in charge even when these kings refused to honor God. 
We’ll learn in today’s story how God is the king of the world.

Option 2

Items Needed: Brown paper bag
 Any object that fits inside the bag

Before class, place the object inside the bag and seal the bag with 
either taping or stapling it closed. To begin, display the bag to the 
students and choose one person (or ask for volunteer) to come for-
ward. Next, ask the student to describe to the class the object inside 
the bag, but he or she is not allowed to look in or touch the bag to 
know what is inside. Of course, he or she will not be able to do this, 
so choose someone else or ask for another volunteer. As before, ask 
him or her to describe what is in the bag without looking in or touch-
ing the bag. It may be best if you hold the bag at all times. Continue 
with the activity as time allows. It is impossible to describe what is 
in the bag until you know what it is. Remove the object from the bag 
and either you or a volunteer briefly describe the object. Today, we 
are going to learn more about our powerful and great God so we 
can know Him better.

Items Needed: TE 3-22
 Permanent marker
 Bible

Before class, find and mark Daniel 7 in your Bible. When Belshazzar 
was king, Daniel saw a vision, or dream of the future, about four 
kingdoms or governments. Through the vision, King Belshazzar rec-
ognized God is the ultimate ruler of the world. God showed Daniel 
kingdoms that would come to power and the final days at the end 
of the world. Let’s look at five truths about God that we can learn 
from Daniel’s vision.

Notes

TE 3-20

Jesus Christ is the Sovereign 
Lord of all.

TE 3-21
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Display TE 3-22 and write the word ruler in the blank. God is the 
ruler of the world. Read Daniel 7:9 aloud. He created the world and 
everything in it by His great power. He rules over it and holds it all 
together (Colossians 1:16-17). When Daniel saw God in his dream, 
there was no way to describe God’s greatness. He used words like 
white as snow, pure as wool, fiery flame. God is so great that our 
minds can’t really imagine what it will be like to be in the presence 
of the mighty God.

Write the word judge on TE 3-22. God is the judge. Read Daniel 7:10. 
Because God created us, He knows what is best for us. He made the 
rules and wanted all people to follow them. But starting with Adam 
and Eve, all have broken God’s rules. Just as Satan tempted Adam 
and Eve to go against God’s way, he still tempts us to sin. Instead 
of loving and obeying God, we want to go our own way and sin. We 
must all stand before God to be judged someday. He will judge the 
world with fairness. Those who believe in Jesus will be safe.

Write the name Jesus on TE 3-22. Jesus is the winner. Read Daniel 
7:13. Jesus is often referred to as the Son of Man. So what is Jesus 
the winner over? Encourage response. God is holy so sin must be 
punished. When Jesus came to earth, He willingly gave up His life 
to take the punishment for our sin. He died on the cross and came 
alive again to show His great power. Jesus won over death, sin, and 
Satan. After 40 days, He went back up to Heaven, but He will return 
to earth in power someday. He will send Satan to his fiery punish-
ment, and all will worship the One who was the perfect sacrifice for 
sin.

Write the word eternal on TE 3-22. God is eternal. Read Daniel 7:14. 
God was first. He existed before everything. His kingdom is eternal. 
It will never end. His kingdom will never be destroyed. No one has 
enough power to defeat God. Satan wanted to rule over the world 
and has fought against God and His people, but he is no match for 
the power of God and one day Satan will be destroyed. God will 
rule, and His people will live in eternal joy and peace.

Write the word worthy on TE 3-22. God is worthy of worship. Read 
Daniel 7:27. God is certainly worthy to be worshiped. Anyone who 
could create this amazing world and love people enough to give 
His only Son for them deserves highest praise and service. God will 
bring us to live with Him where there will be no more sin and sad-
ness. No more pain and death. We will live together with the One 
who loves us perfectly. We will love and worship Him with a pure 
heart. We will enjoy Him forever.

Items Needed: TE 3-1e
 TE 3-23
 Field Notes OT-5
 Cardstock
 Crayons
 Scissors
 Tape

Field Notes OT-5

TE 3-22
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Before class, copy Field Notes OT-5 so each student will have one. 
Also, copy TE 3-23 on cardstock so each student will have one. 
Distribute Field Notes OT-5 to the students. Who is the ruler over all? 
God is the ultimate authority in the world. Kings and many powerful 
people may think they are greater than God, but they are not. God is 
the Creator and is in charge of the world He created. Someday every 
king and every person will worship God as King. He deserves our 
reverence. Do any of you know what the word reverence means? 
Encourage response. Have the students look at the word reverence 
and the definition at the top of their Field Notes. Display TE 3-1e. 
Reverence is a feeling of great respect and honor for God. We show 
reverence for God by honoring Him and putting Him first in our lives. 
It’s understanding that we are to do what God says to do, even 
when it’s hard. It is recognizing God is wise, knows what is best for 
us, and trusting Him to lead us in the right way. It’s remembering 
that God is so powerful that He can take bad things that happen and 
bring good out of them. It is the knowledge God’s Word is true and 
we are to respect it and His name. His words show us the way to 
have life and joy. We should want to listen to and obey His words. 
Let’s make a crown to remind us to honor God our King. Distribute 
TE 3-24, crayons, and scissors. Allow time for the students to color 
the crown and the strips and cut them out. Tape the strips to the sides 
of the crown and fit around the student’s head. Use the tape to secure 
the ends. Encourage the students to put the crown in a place where 
they will see it and remember to show reverence to God through 
their words and actions.

Items Needed: TE 3-24—TE 3-25
 TE 3-28

Before class, cut apart the cards from TE 3-28. When we look in 
the mirror we see a reflection of our outward appearance. But our 
actions are often a reflection of who we are on the inside. Daniel 
and his friends were known as people of good character. They had 
a good reputation even among others who didn’t know or follow 
God. Every choice to put God first added to their good character. The 
choices we make help determine what others will know about us. 
I’m going to read some different characteristics and let’s talk about 
if it is something we would like to be known for or not. Read the dif-
ferent characteristics from TE 3-24 and let the students tell you yes or 
no if they would like to be described with that word. Display TE 3-25 
and review the application verse with the students. We have learned 
this month about the deeds and actions of Daniel and his friends 
and how others saw them. What about you? Which of those char-
acteristics are you known by? What do your actions say to others 
about your character? Let’s say our verse in different ways so we can 
remember to make wise choices in our lives. Turn the cards from TE 
3-28 face down. Turn one card over and read how the students are to 
say the verse. Allow the students to use TE 3-25 as a guide if needed. 
Continue until the verse has been said all of the different ways.

TE 3-1e

TE 3-28

TE 3-23

TE 3-25

Application 
Verse 
Poster

TE 3-24
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Notes

Items Needed: Field Notes OT-5
 Crayons

How did Daniel and his three friends show reverence to God? They 
paid attention to and obeyed His laws and words. They chose to 
show self-discipline to honor God’s Word. Shadrach, Meshach, and 
Abednego had the courage to not bow down to a false idol. Daniel 
humbly spoke God’s message to King Belshazzar. Daniel was faith-
ful to his prayer life even when he knew he would be thrown into 
the lions’ den. Why would Daniel and his friends do all these things? 
They knew God was the great king and deserved their respect and 
honor. We can show God reverence when we put Him first in our 
lives. Any time we put God first and show God we love and honor 
Him, we are showing that He is worthy of anything we could do to 
bring Him joy. God is the eternal King of the world! He deserves our 
respect, honor, praise, service, love, and more! Distribute crayons to 
the students. Allow them to color the ribbon on their Field Notes and 
hang it somewhere as a reminder to put God first in their lives. Have 
the students refer to the Next Step section on their Field Notes. Your 
Next Step is to show your reverence for God by loving, honoring, 
and putting Him first in your life.

Are you on Facebook? Join the D6 Curriculum Teachers group, a place of 
community for you to share stories, ask questions, get advice, and engage in 
conversations with other D6 curriculum teachers.

Field Notes OT-5Field Notes OT-5


